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DEFINING A GENERATION
When our editorial team at The Calgary Journal first
decided to ground this issue with stories reflecting
on the millennials today, we had to ask ourselves
what we believed millennials to be, and represent.
Being that many of Calgary Journal editors fit into
the age group ourselves, we felt uniquely positioned
to ponder the roles we foresaw the generation taking
on in years to come.
In discussing the unique attributes that bind
millennials together, an overwhelming consensus
was reached on two points. The first, that we
believed millenials to be innovative, capable, and
compassionate enough to one day take ownership
of the world. The second, millenials seemed to be
the only ones who feel this way. We’re all familiar
with the way the world envisions its future through
millennials. It became clear that our collective
vision of what it meant to be a millennial was very
fragmented from the perceptions of those around us.
2
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CREATING A “SUPER” COVER
It was from this prompt that our cover was
conceptualized by editor Jodi Brak. Initially, an idea
was pursued that made use of some key figures
from one of our feature stories by Andrea Roberts.
However, though many of these stories discuss the
environmental stewardship millennials have taken
up in recent years, our team felt that the cover
must speak to more than just one aspect of the
millennial identity. To this end, Brak photographed
his brother, Wesley, in what came to be known in
the newsroom as the “reverse superman” pose.
The role reversal paired with the visual dichotomy
of childhood primary colours and subdued office
attire commented directly on the concerns our team
shared. Will millennials ever be able to break free of
that cartoon image we’ve been portrayed as? Can we
shed our old childishness and rise to the occasion as
a new generation of serious superheroes, while still
remaining true to our values?
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THE CALGARY JOURNAL ONLINE
Craving more? Check out our online publication
at calgaryjournal.ca. Our website offers more
interactive, in-depth human interest stories, as well
as extra content that you can only see online.
Get an insider look into the double life of Raphael
Slawinski, one of MRU’s physics professors. Discover
the journey of a former child slave now working
on disaster relief efforts in Haiti, and weigh in on
important issues facing Calgarians in one of our
many online polls.
From expansive photo galleries to creative videos,
you can have access to exclusive content, and be
informed about your community anytime, anywhere.
Want to be in-the-know? Follow us on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat at @CalgaryJournal!
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FOR STARTERS
Banff Mountain Film Festival
comes to Calgary

Festival showcases Canadian ﬁlms
SKYE ANDERSON

sanderson@cjournal.ca

T

he Banff Mountain Film Festival is coming to the
University of Calgary from Jan. 17 - 22 and 28 - 30.
Showcasing mountain films from all around the world,
this will be the 37th time the festival hits the city.
Canadian film Iran: A Skier’s Journey follows two skiers as
they go to Iran despite being told not to. This is just one
of the many Canadian projects being shown alongside
Max Your Days, highlighting the summer solstice.
The People’s Choice award winning film, Shift shares the
story of an Indigenous community in Yukon, that turns their
community into a top destination for mountain bikers.
More information and tickets for the festival can be
purchased online at www.mountainfilm.ca.
PHOTO COURTSEY OF:OATSY40

MUST ATTEND

EVENTS

JAN 21-FEB 19, 2017
Must see play and 1967
film Wait Until Dark hits
the local stage, visit www.
vertigotheatre.com for
tickets

PHOTO COURTSEY OF: NOREE CLAERHOUT

You thought you knew Calgary’s art scene until...

High Performance Rodeo spotlight’s Calgary’s “wilder” art scene

C

ANDREA FULTON

afulton@cjournal.ca

algary has a number of arts events through the
year, but only one brings together multiple disciplines and countries.
High Performance Rodeo (HPR) is an annual event
in the city that features acts from all over the world in
theatre, music and arts.
Todd Hawkwood, a spokesperson for the High Performance Rodeo said the event challenges everything
you already thought about Calgary’s art scene.
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“It’s work that we wouldn’t normally see, it can be challenging or exciting or sometimes a little wild,” said Hawkwood.
HPR has a list of events from that vary from comedy shows
to live theatre, including local companies such as Decidedly
Jazz and The Shakespeare Company.
The event runs at venues across the city from Jan. 5th to
Feb. 2nd. For more information, about HPR their website
including events, times and locations, visit
www.hprodeo.ca.
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FEBRUARY 21-26, 2017
Feeling Kinky ? Check out
Kinky Boots, for tickets
visit www.jubileeauditorium.com
JANUARY 17-19, 2017
STOMP crashes into Calgary, for tickets check out
www.jubileeauditorium.
com
FEBRUARY 14, 2017
Looking for a fun way to
meet new people, check
out www.axethrowingcalgary.ca
PHOTOS LICENSED UNDER CREATIVE COMMONS

PHOTO COURTSEY OF SASCHA VAUGHAN

Queens en pointe

Male ballet troop sashays into Calgary

L

ANDREA FULTON

es Ballets Trockadero de Monte
Carlo is an all male ballet troop
that’ll be stopping in Calgary for two
nights of fun and folly. Founded in
1974, the company wanted to bring a
humorous twist to the otherwise traditional world of ballet.
Nicknamed ‘the Trocks’ they’ve
toured around the world and are recognized as: “The World’s Foremost AllMale Comic Ballet Company.”
With drag queen makeup and silly
take on classics like Swan Lake, these
men are guaranteed to make any au-

afulton@cjournal.ca

diences burst a lung.
The Trocks is a New York based
non-profit and has tour dates in Canada, the U.S., Japan, Italy and Spain in
2017. Liz Harler, General Manager for
the Trocks said the ballet is fun for all.
“The company dazzles audiences
with its inspired blend of classical ballet technique and wickedly pointed
satire.” Harler said.
The Trocks will be in Calgary from
Jan. 12th to the 14th at the Jubilee Auditorium. Tickets start at $24 dollars.

FROM THE EDITORS
In an article that appeared in the November/December 2016 issue of the
Calgary Journal, titled “A voice from
the past” by reporter Trevor Solway, on
page 22, it was stated: “In return, Indigenous people were promised benefits
such as health care, education, economic development, the right to hunt
on their traditional hunting grounds
and five-dollars to every treaty person (just over $113 now, if you adjust
for inflation).” These calculations were
added to the story to bring context
to the value of $5 in the time period
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

discussed, but have since been misunderstood to mean that today, Treaty 7
people receive payments of $113. This
is not the case. Today, Treaty 7 people
still receive annual payments of $5 as a
part of treaty agreements — the same
amount that they have historically,
meaning in fact that the value of treaty settlements have decreased over
time. The information has since been
removed from our online edition of
this story. The Calgary Journal staff regret any confusion the statement may
have caused.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017
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Distracted driving for hire

Professional drivers subject to the same distractions and dangers as the rest of us
SKYE ANDERSON

W

sanderson@cjournal.ca

e all have control over whether we use a
personal electronic device while driving, but
what happens when it is someone else who is
driving, or a driver you are paying to transport you safely
to a destination?
Facebook is rife with personal stories of drivers for
hire being distracted while behind the wheel. Like any
other driver, it can be difficult for some taxi, limo or Uber
drivers to ignore the alerts coming from their phone or
alternative personal device.
“Cab drivers do seem very distracted,” says Lyndon
Balcewich from Winnipeg, Man.“Not even on their pickup
system it always seems to be their personal electronics.”
“My last cabbie was watching the news on his propped
up phone while driving,” Shawna Marie of Calgary says.
The Canadian Automobile Association references
Alberta Transportation, and reports that, “distracted
drivers are three times more likely to be in a crash than
attentive drivers.”
As well, a report released by the National Safety
Council of America in 2012 says: “Estimates indicate that
drivers using cell phones look but fail to see up to 50 per
cent of the information in their driving environment.”
Naeem Chaudhry, general manager at Calgary United
Cabs, says they do not tolerate distracted driving.

“We don’t recommend drivers to use [dispatch
terminal] while they’re driving,” Chaudhry says. “We
ask them to pull [over to] the side. The only thing they
can use is the hands-free device if they need to talk
to the office.”
Chaudhry further explains that the dispatch terminal is
the newest technology being installed in cabs, replacing
the older two-way radio system. Since most drivers have
their own individual cell phones, they are switching to
Bluetooth, which is entirely hands-free.
“It is company policy [to not use personal cell phones]
and also it is a city bylaw that drivers are not supposed
to use their phone while in service. Service means when
they have a customer in the car, or even if they’re driving
they are not supposed to use their cell phone…for any
reason.”
Chaudhry says each car is equipped with a video
recording device, and if he receives a complaint about
any driver abusing or not following these policies, he can
review the video footage.
If the driver was in fact not adhering to the distracted
driving policies, Chaudhry says they would start with a
suspension, and in more serious cases they would let the
driver go. However, he says he receives few complaints in
regards to distracted cab drivers.

Tahir Khan, driver from Calgary United Cabs, says he still sees many distracted drivers on the roads
despite the laws and fines set in place.
PHOTO BY: SKYE ANDERSON
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“Safety is always first priority,” Chaudhry stresses.
Tahir Khan, a driver with Calgary United Cabs, says he
pulls over to use things like maps and cell phones.
“I have been doing this for 14 years and have a clean
driving record,” Khan says.
Now that Uber is officially back in Calgary, citizens will
have yet another option for transportation.
According to a report released by the company in July
2016, Uber has a specialized team that works towards
reducing the number of accidents on the road.
The team designed an application specifically for Uber
drivers that includes the four following features:
• Daily reports to improve the ride
• Reminders to take a break
• Alerts to remind drivers to not to hold phone in
hands
• Speed display
As with Calgary United Cabs, Uber encourages its
drivers not to have their phones in their hands, but
instead require that they mount their phone on their
dashboards. Since Uber drivers need their cell phones to
connect with riders, they cannot put it away entirely like
cab drivers are encouraged to do.
According to the Collision Reconstruction Unit of
the Calgary Police, they have issued 5597 distracted
driving tickets from January until the end of October
2016. Drivers for hire fall under the same distracted
driving laws as regular drivers so there is no figure
available on the number of them who have been
charged, but based on an informal survey of Facebook
(see page 7) it seems likely that some a number of
them are driving distracted.
If your driver is distracted by looking at their phone
every once in a while, instead of focusing all their
attention on the road, would you say anything? Nicky
Arsenault of Calgary says her and her friend once asked
a cab driver call a different taxi because their driver was
texting and driving.
“The cab driver was paying zero attention and almost
hit an election sign that some kids moved into the street,”
Arsenault says. “He slammed on his brakes and both of us
hit our heads on the side windows and seats.”
Sgt. Colin Foster of the Calgary Police is in charge
of the Collision Reconstruction Unit and he says the
biggest type of distracted driving they see is cell phone
use or texting while driving. “They are the hugest
portions of the distracted driving tickets that we do
issue,” Foster says.
“The most interesting thing I’ve seen or heard about
was a guy playing a saxophone while he was driving,”
Foster says.
Therefore, he offers advice for all drivers, “When you
get to your car, turn your phone off. Concentrate on
driving, that’s what your main role is when you’re behind
a steering wheel.”

CITY

On Oct. 28, 2016 respondants were asked
through Facebook if they had an experience
with a distracted taxi driver and whether
that experience caused concern.

TAXI IMAGE COURTESY OF PIXABAY; FACEBOOK LOGO COURTESY OF FREE STOCK PHOTOS; INFOGRAPHIC BY SKYE ANDERSON
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Chase Key, former ACAD Student Association president and fourth year ceramics
major, said he worries the college may be unable to repair any major breakdown
in the school studio spaces. Ceramics and glassblowing students depend enormously on the studio spaces ACAD provides, as the specialized equipment and
workspaces are vital to the projects they undertake.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Equipment such as this ceramic kiln, which requires a dedicated
space for storage, as well as technicians to ensure safe operation and
maintenance, are part of why the ACAD studio space is so important
for students. Without this equipment, ceramics students can’t do the
work vital to their education.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

In addition, ACAD has one of the lowest yearly tuition
and resources that are crucial to
their education. For several years prices in the province, with some programs sitting
in a row, reduced government at $4500, which is $1000 lower than the provincial
funding, or funding that doesn’t take average of $5500 per year.
“The government is announcing they are freezing
into account inflation and salary
increases, has compounded this the tuition for a third year,” Doz said. “Which is great for
problem, creating a situation where the students, don’t get me wrong, I’m in favour of not
some institutions struggle to keep charging the students too much, that would be wrong.
their buildings open, let alone filled But at the same time, for a small institution like us,
having the lowest tuition in the province as well, that
with state-of-the-art equipment.
While each institution has the doesn’t help either.”
flexibility to use funding as it deems
necessary, they’re more or less MOVING FORWARD
unaware of the amount they’ll have While ACAD has been denied its request to raise tuition
to work with until the provincial on par with the provincial average of $5500 per year,
government releases their yearly students have felt the economic pressure in other ways,
On an outside wall in a back corner of ACAD reserved mostly for
numbers. Each institution is also such as a two per cent increase in all student fees, and
smoke breaks and late-night fresh air sessions, hangs this sign,
provided grants for building the addition of two new fees in 2015 for all students.
announcing the commitment of the Canadian Economic Action
maintenance, but in amounts While the extra $148,000 in revenue provided by these
Plan in regards to investing in post-secondary institutions. Reappropriate for small, yearly fees may help to offset some of ACAD’s difficulties,
flecting the feelings of many at ACAD, a subtle piece of vandalism renovations as opposed to complete it’s not nearly enough to put the college on the track
reads “just not this one.”
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK overhauls to aging infrastructure like towards growth that they’ve plans for.
“The plan we presented to the government was
what ACAD is preparing for.
Alberta (U of A) which offers doctorate programs and
Ian Fitzgerald, an instructor at ACAD, said the funding to actually grow to 2500 students from our current
conducts life-saving medical research within their walls, situation at the college can make it difficult to provide 1200. We had identified that at 2500 students it is
with “polytechnical institutes,” like SAIT falling in the students with extra support and resources such as the threshold where we would start reaching that
middle and “specialized arts and culture institutions,” counselors or tutors, but the core student experience critical mass where it would be quite a bit easier
such as ACAD sitting at the bottom tier.
to operate through the extra revenue provided by
is still retained.
While it’s not explicitly stated that an institution’s
“There is going to be situations where a student having more students,” Doz said. “We’re proposing to
position in the six tier system affects its funding, data might have thought or might have expected that do that over the next 12 years and we know there’s
shows a trend towards this direction. For example, certain services or resources might be available to them a demand in creative industries… we’ve done all
ACAD received just shy of $12 million in 2015, $400,000 that aren’t,” Fitzgerald said. “Maybe there are things like the homework and have looked at the idea that size
lower than its 2014 budget, when ACAD ran a $738,000 administration wait times or difficulties in systems that does matter.”
deficit, hinting their books may go further into the red inconvenience the student, like our studios not being
Doz said he sees growing the student body
unless something is changed. U of A was granted $568 open 24 hours anymore.”
as an ideal solution to their financial woes, as it
million for 2015.
“But I don’t think there are any student experiences would offset the need for substantial increases in
This funding situation has been putting strain on that are denied due to funding cuts. My experience government funding. The growth to 2500 students
some institutions for years, making it difficult for with students, particularly at ACAD, is that they work is estimated to provide the college with well over
them to keep up with constantly advancing digital around any shortcomings they may encounter or $6 million per year, more than 50 per cent of their
technologies and provide students with the support anything they may come up against.”
provincial operating grant.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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The view from Tier Six

A perfect storm of ﬁnancial woes leaves Alberta’s only arts college in a tight spot

T

JODI BRAK

jbrak@cjournal.ca

ucked into the complex of towering buildings
that’s the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
(SAIT) campus just off 16th Avenue NW in Calgary,
sits the Alberta College of Art and Design (ACAD). As
the province’s only dedicated art and design college,
ACAD is a key provider of visual arts degrees in the
province. Owing to many factors, including an aging
building, lack of extra revenue sources and the Alberta
government’s post-secondary funding model, it’s in
trouble, according to president Daniel Doz.
“That’s the triple whammy for us,” said Doz, of the
combined effects of their shrinking operating grants, lack
of ancillary revenues and lower-than-average tuition.
“We haven’t got any new construction in (more than)
40 years and because the building is 45-years-old,
it’s starting to be at the end of its life for most of the
utilities there,” Doz said. “I got the engineers to confirm
to me, within 10 years the building is going to suffer
major breakdown of the infrastructure and it’s going to
take six to eight months to replace it.”
Having studied theatre, photography and visual art,
Doz has a wealth of experience in the artistic world and
has also served as a professor at several universities in
the U.S. He was the dean of communications and design
at Ryerson University for five years before taking the job
as president of ACAD in 2010, inheriting the college’s
problems that have been slowly compounding for
many years.
ACAD is in a unique situation that makes it especially
difficult to cope with the reduced funding and
frozen tuition rates that have affected colleges and
universities across Alberta in recent years. Unlike many
other institutions, ACAD does not own the land or the
building it inhabits, meaning it receives no revenue
from student parking or from public use of their
facilities. To top it all off, they have one of the smallest
student bodies in the province and below-average
tuition rates. All of these factors create a situation
where the college is forced to make a decision whether
to provide students with resources such as 24 hour
studio access, student counselors, tutors and computer
labs, or ensure their buildings will remain open for the
foreseeable future.
The simplicity and modesty of the ACAD building
is a stark juxtaposition to the state-of-the-art campus
of SAIT, just a few metres away, which is built to
the highest specs of engineering and is constantly
renovated to keep up with the ever-evolving need for
tradespeople and engineers in Alberta’s economy. It
stands as a shining example of what ACAD could look
like if the proper funding were in place.
THE STUDENT PERSPECTIVE
“It’s the only art school in Alberta where you can get a
four year degree in things like ceramics or sculpture,”
said Chase Key, a visual arts student and former ACAD

8
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While recognizing the tricky situation ACAD is facing, Daniel Doz, president of ACAD, is confident
that its plans to increase student numbers and put a renewed focus on fundraising will help bring
about a sense of stability.
PHOTO BY ANDY NICOLLS
Student Association president. “You would think
because we are sort of the only place to go (in Alberta),
that would justify our need for newer equipment or
renovated studios.”
Key’s studies focused on sculpture and ceramic
art, meaning he depends enormously on the use of
ACAD studios for his work. Making ceramics requires a
throwing wheel to spin the clay, along with a kiln to fire
the clay so it hardens and add glaze to give the piece
a visually appealing finish. These are nearly impossible
for a student to acquire and use in their own space,
especially the kiln, which can burn at temperatures
upwards of 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit and requires
special storage, maintenance and ventilation.
“Probably the hardest thing for me to adjust to isn’t
working with older equipment, you can get past that,”
Key said. “What really gets me is that our studios aren’t
open 24 hours anymore. I know it seems ridiculous to
be making pots at three in the morning, but for some
of us that’s our only free time.”
It’s not to say that ACAD can’t provide students with
a proper fine arts education; this is the top priority of
their budgeting decisions. However, there’s an inability
to preemptively act on issues with things as basic as
building infrastructure due to inadequate government
funding, and less-than-stellar donation and fundraising
rates that led to a $738,000 deficit in the 2014-15
academic year according to ACAD’s annual reports.
This has the ability to place restrictions on a student’s
ability to access resources or facilities on a round-

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

the-clock basis and could also create an extremely
complicated situation should there be a major
breakdown in the infrastructure, where they would
need to figure out how to stretch resources in order to
fix the issue.
Doz said this is front of mind, and ACAD administration
has been actively considering how to be preemptive
about their situation.
“We have to start thinking about this, because if the
building shuts down and I need eight months to repair
it, I don’t have a space for the students,” Doz said. “I
could rent out some generic classrooms, but all these
things, the studios, the glass kilns, the ceramic kilns…
where do we find these? Do we stop all that we do? So
instead of waiting for the end of the world, we should
start to prepare and to look at that issue.”
IMPERFECT SYSTEMS
In most provinces, funding for a college or university is
calculated per student. While no system is perfect, this
offers some form of consistency to funding, so long as
admissions do not dip or spike year after year. In Alberta
however, funding is provided as a lump-sum, with the
main determining factor as where they sit in Alberta’s sixsector funding model for post-secondary institutions.
This model, according to the Alberta Post-Secondary
Learning Act, defines an institution based on the
programs offered to students and research conducted by
staff. At the top of the list are “comprehensive academic
and research institutions,” such as the University of

CITY
The town council consequently allowed John to build four of the eight homes he originally
had planned to install.
For the most part, however, John said, town councilors have been, “Always more than
obliging to us, I’ve never had any complaints.”
The town has even allowed John’s contractors to attach the water and sewage to the houses
- which normally would have to go through town contractors and with John paying the fee.
Clayton Gillespie, chief administrative officer for the town of Stavely, spoke on behalf of
council saying “council is quite impressed with how they’ve turned out.”
“Town’s never done anything like that and when John and Sandra came to the town with
the proposal they saw some potential there and are very happy with how it turned out,” said
Gillespie. He adds the potential for them to build more is, “definitely a possibility if there was
another lot in town.”
Now that the four the freshly renovated cottage-eque homes have been built, John said
the naysayers, who had expressed concern, have definitely come around. In actuality the
presence of these homes, John said, has “increased the value of their own properties because
their houses are older.”
The four new little houses are a vast improvement from the dumping ground railroad bed
the lots were before, said John. “They did a good thing for allowing us to do what we want
to do.”
“It’s kind of exciting to be a part of the world’s largest recycling industry,” adds Sandra
Holmes-this being by volume, some of the houses they repurpose can get to be quite large.
“We move some houses out of the city that are nice big houses that people say they’re
not good enough,” said John. “They should be ashamed to say that, otherwise they would
go to landfills.”
Sandra said older homes are sometimes preferable because the have, “wonderful structures,
the framing and woodworking are good and solid.”
For the time being, John and Sandra treat the Iron Rail Cottages as exclusively a rental
program, where tenants pay $1,000 a month and then the Holmes pay utilities and take care
of the yard.
John admits that he’s getting older and will eventually pass off the company to his children so
it will be something that he can still work away at, as he has, “always been a pretty active guy.”
He also appreciates the proximity of their latest project, which is minutes from their own home.
John has high hopes for the continuation of projects such as the Iron Rail Cottages, and
wants to continue moving homes into Stavely as, “there’s a lot of people that don’t want to
live in the city and if you want a little slower pace in life and a little quieter Stavely is a good
place to be.”
The Iron Rail Cottages first renter, Valerie Kjarsgaard likes her new place so far, “Everything
is really good and John is super to do business with.” She adds that her home is, “tiny, so it
doesn’t take long to do the housework, which is super.”
Kjarsgaard moved to Stavely from Vernon, BC to be nearer to her son who lives in Stavely
and said she hopes to “stay where I am for what time I have left.”

Holmes Building Movers Ltd. has a fleet of trucks that they
use to haul homes all over Alberta.

John and Sandra Holmes, co-owners of Holmes Building
Movers Ltd., have been repurposing homes from Calgary
and area, then transplanting them all over Alberta, for 34
years.”

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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One city’s old houses,
another town’s treasure
Stavely couple recycling landﬁll destined
Calgary fourplexes into functional single
home dwellings

A

Jennifer Dorozio

jdorozio@cjournal.ca

home reuse, relocation and rejuvenation project
taking root about 90 minutes from Calgary
in the rural town of Stavely, has the potential
to bring up surrounding property value and lower
home owning costs, according to Sandra Holmes of
Holmes Building Movers Ltd.
For the past year, John and Sandra Holmes, owners
of Holmes Building Movers Ltd., a house moving
company, have undertaken a project rehabilitating
fourplex homes from Calgary into 650 square foot
single home dwellings in Stavely.
“We’ve done that all our lives,” explains John
Holmes. “Take some old piece of junk that nobody
wants and make it useable.”
The Holmes are calling the renovated tiny homes
for rent ‘Iron Rail Cottages’, because they’re built
over an old rail bed - land that railroad tracks used
to run over.
For the past 34 years, the couple has worked
together with their team moving pre-existing homes
from areas in Calgary and beyond, sometimes
redecorating them and transplanting them again.
The four tiny homes that have been moved into
Stavely are originally from Bridgeland, on the North
side of Memorial Dr. in Calgary.

The Holmes Movers team went
in and dug underneath the houses,
undid the bolts that connected
them and then using beams to
support them slid the homes apart.
The next step in the process was to
fix up the cottages, which involved
putting new shingles on the roofs,
and building an eve for each home.
The Holmes have actually moved
most of the houses along the
street that the ‘Iron Rail Cottages’
can be found in Stavely. Despite
their experience in the field, some
people in town were nervous their
new rental venture wouldn’t turn
out to be positive.
“Folks thought it was going be
an eye sore or just kind a slum
area,” said John. “So when you
look at a fourplex none of them
were done yet and when you
approach the town to do this you
definitely going to get a little bit of
controversy.”

John Holmes had a vision to create the ‘Iron Rail Cottages’ in
Stavely, Alta., using old fourplexes from inner-city Calgary.
ALL PHOTOS BY JENNIFER DOROZIO

These four single detached cottages were just moved in to the small town of Stavely. They had a previous life as fourplexes in the Bridgeland neighbourhood
of Calgary.
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From scared to prepared

New class oﬀered through local UFC gym teaches women intense self-defence
NICK DE LIMA

ndelima@cjournal.ca

I

t’s not unusual to see spin classes, kickboxing, and
maybe even some wrestling lessons offered at your
community gym — but how about a self defence class
for women taught be an ex marine? Apart from their
usual fitness training courses, the Chinook branch of
Calgary’s newest UFC gym is now also endeavouring to
help educate women concerned for their safety.
The 60-minute cardio-intense workout is now being
offered at the gym in response to demand from the
community, says UFC general manager Karissa Briand.
“I can’t believe how many women have come in here
on a daily basis asking for self defence classes,” she
says. “More and more women don’t feel comfortable
walking outside.” This class is looking to change that by
arming women with the techniques necessary to defend
themselves in unexpected, dangerous situations.
Such skills would have come in handy for Katie Scott,
one woman currently taking the class, who says she no
longer feels comfortable alone at work because of one
recent incident in particular.
“I went into work early, dropped my stuff off in my
office, and went to the bathroom,” says Scott. “When I
came back, there was a gentleman digging through my
purse. It really freaked me out, so I decided that I never
wanted to feel like that again.”
Scott began strength training at the gym shortly after
her encounter, but says that while she quickly noticed
results, she wanted to do even more to prepare herself.
“As I get stronger, I have more confidence, but I want to
be more prepared,” says Scott. “Nothing bad happened
to me when I confronted that guy, but I was alone, and it
could have gone a different way.”
A former marine in U.S. Navy, Daniel Castillo, is the
trainer for the new program. After a friend approached
Castillo asking him for help training a new client, he knew
he could use his military training, along with previous

Daniel Castillo working with a couple of his students in front of the octogon in UFC gym
PHOTO BY NICK DE LIMA

experience as a personal trainer in Hawaii, to serve a
greater purpose.
“A friend of mine was training a girl who had some
issues with a drunk homeless guy who got into her work,”
says Castillo. “He was harassing her, and she didn’t really
know what to do. Nothing bad happened, she got away
and everything, but she was scared.”
That woman was Katie Scott. Her circumstance
is a perfect illustration, according to Castillo, of why
this program could be “critical” for women who have
previously had no self-defence training.
“Many women think ‘Oh, that will never happen to me,’
until it does. And when it does, they need to know what to
do to defend themselves,”
explains Castillo.
The program, which was
first offered beginning in
mid-November of 2016
every Saturday morning,
operates with classes of
about 12 to 16 women.
As for the class
programming,
the
course is offered in
8-week
cycles,
in
which each week sees
Castillo building upon
knowledge from the
previous week with
participants.
Each
week
Castillo
will
Kim Scott in the triangle hold, practicing self defense techniques
be
demonstrating
PHOTO BY NICK DE LIMA techniques that women
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can use to respond to different dangerous hand-tohand combat situations. Whether someone is jumped
from behind, pinned on the ground, or even pushed
into a car, Castillo wants women to know how to
handle themselves.
“We don’t want women trying to fight guys three times
their size,” he explains of the rationale for the course. “We
just want women to be able to get out of a bad situation
quickly and effectively. We want to teach them how to
escape and get away.”
As importantly, Castillo wants to make sure that women
understand their rights, what they are legally allowed to
do to respond if they are ever confronted by an attacker,
so that women have the confidence to act quickly in
the moment without fear of legal repercussions down
the road. To aid this endeavour, Constable Ben Hollins
of the Calgary Police Force will be on-site to explain the
relationship between the law and acting in self-defence
on specific days of the course.
Section 34 of the Criminal Code pertains to self-defence,
and states that a person can defend him or herself in a
reasonable manner, if there are reasonable grounds that
the attacker is using force.
“This is a great law because it gives people being
attacked the right to defend themselves,” said Hollins.
“But it doesn’t mean you can act unreasonably. The law
states that if someone attacks you, you have the right to
do whatever you need to get away. However, it doesn’t
mean that you can do whatever you want to them after.”
“The Law is left intentionally vague,” said Hollins. “It’s so
that you can argue about how reasonable your actions
are. [...] Unfortunately, there’s no precedent set yet, as it
hasn’t actually been used in court.”

TREATY 7

Cree8-ing a better community

Calgary activist uses personal experience to strive for unity
DEANNA TUCKER

dtucker@cjournal.ca

Chagnon is known for her hugs, and says
hugging someone welcomes you into someone
else’s space ¬— their heart. “Hugging is
awesome,” she says. “It’s the only thing you
can’t give without getting back at that very
moment.”
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER

G

rowing up in a troubled home, and unaccepted
by her peers, Chantal Chagnon’s dark past
became brighter when she chose to channel
her pain and stand up for others. Now Chagnon is
one of Calgary’s busiest activists, bringing hope to
those suffering injustices.
Chagnon’s kukom (grandma) grew up in a
residential school, and as Chagnon explains, the
effects of that intergenerational trauma rippled into
her own childhood home in Edmonton.
Sitting at a table for two, sipping from a bowl of
tomato soup, she says the situation didn’t get better
after her father’s death.
“He had been laid off, so he was severely depressed,
and he had committed suicide,” Chagnon takes a deep
breath, holding back tears to finish her sentence. “I
was the one who found him.”
Only seven at the time, Chagnon says she became
the strong one, often taking care of her younger
brother, who had Asperger syndrome. The memories
are still very difficult to recall.
Unfortunately, there was no relief for Chagnon
outside of her family home. She describes herself
as “the odd kid out,” at school, in choir and in dance
classes. Although she has always been passionate
about the performing arts, it was these public spaces

where she first realized she was treated differently.
“I was the indigenous girl in dance class, so I would
never get the parts I wanted,” she says. Chagnon
wondered if perhaps she wasn’t accepted because
her family had less money, saying, “I couldn’t figure
out why I was being targeted.”
But what Chagnon gradually became certain of
was her need to stand up against those who cut her
down.
In elementary school, that meant standing up to
bullies. In high school, that meant holding protests,
rallies and sit-ins — even if it meant being expelled
for her efforts. But after high school, it also meant
standing up for herself.
At the end of a destructive seven-year relationship,
Chagnon knew she needed to make a bold move for
herself and her two sons, Cloud and Lyndon, to leave
her ex-boyfriend.
She made a last-minute plan, packing her and
her children’s belongings in the car and leaving
Edmonton for Calgary.
“I couldn’t live like this. My kids deserve better. I
deserve better.”
This became a mantra of sorts for Chagnon, who
turned her deep depression following the traumatic
break-up into a life defined by dedicated activism
and teaching.
She built Cree8, a local organization that aims to
build bridges between people, cultures, and within
oneself to gain a better understanding of life through
different creative avenues.
Through Cree8, Chagnon has been welcomed
into schools, corporate settings and conferences to
perform or teach about First Nations culture. Whether

drumming, singing or teaching, Chagnon says these
creative means of communication create powerful
connections and bring her joy.
“The only thing that gave me hope was singing —
singing, dancing or performing. If I was performing, I
was happy,” says Chagnon, who is well known for her
bright pink hair and welcoming hugs.
Using her passion for the arts, Chagnon is now
trying to spread that happiness to others through her
work. When she isn’t performing, teaching or hosting
workshops, she is busy leading protests or taking care
of her two boys as a single mom. When asked if she
knows how many protests she’s been involved in over
the past decade, she laughs. “I don’t even know how
many I’ve done in the last year!”
Being an activist can be exhausting, but although it
can be frustrating when protests or rallies don’t bring
change right away, Chagnon explains that by going
to these events with only hope to share, she’s never
left feeling disappointed.
Through all of her hard work, Chagnon’s biggest
goal remains to share hope and bring understanding
within and beyond the community she has built. A
storyteller herself, she says something as small as
simply taking the time to get to know someone will
bring real change to our city.
“Communication is so important. Even just
having a conversation with somebody. Don’t make
assumptions,” she says. “Find out why they’re there,
find out how you can help — hear their story.”
For the happy activist, it isn’t about yelling to be
heard, it’s about creating a united front.
“It’s not that I’m just fighting for these issues, I’m
creating community… I’m trying to anyway.”

When asked about her bright pink hair, Chagnon says it started as part of a recovery method for
getting through tough times, but has since become about so much more. She says it breaks down
barriers with youth, who quickly open up to her, and makes people second guess their assumptions
based on appearance. And, “it glows under black light,” she whispers.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Why do we need an Indigenous Hollywood?

Indigenous storytellers share their thoughs at the ImagineNATIVE Arts & Media Festival

A

TREVOR SOLWAY

tsolway@cjournal.ca

t this year’s ImagineNATIVE Arts & Media festival,
I had the privilege of having a film I directed
screened in Toronto. The event ran from Oct.
19-23, and showed part of the Fresh Takes program,
which showcases works from new filmmakers, like my
film Indian Giver.
Indigenous films screened everyday at the TIFF Bell
Lightbox. There were workshops for writers, directors
and producers, and plenty of opportunities for
networking.
As a prairie boy who had never travelled east
of Saskatoon, the festival was an eye-opening
experience for me. To be surrounded by Indigenous
content made by Indigenous filmmakers made me
feel like I was in some sort of Indigenous Hollywood.
WHY INDIGENOUS HOLLYWOOD
MATTERS
Indigenous peoples have been featured in films since
the dawn of cinema. Some of Thomas Edison’s early
work even featured Pueblo people performing a
ceremonial dance. But because Indigenous people
have previously had no say in how they’re portrayed
in mainstream cinema, many problems have come to
the surface as a result. These include:
• Indigenous stories told from a
“white gaze.”
• Historically, most films in
which Indigenous people were portrayed
were westerns, which kept Indigenous
people in time capsules, reinforcing
negative stereotypes.
• Indigenous people in films were rarely
cast as leads, let alone directors
• Indigenous people were largely
portrayed as prairie people, effectively
blinding viewers to their distinct ethnic
groups
OPENING UP THE SPACE
With the advent of the Internet and other technology,
Indigenous people are now taking control of their
stories — coordinating, gathering and collaborating
like never before. ImagineNATIVE is one such place
where these creative minds can meld.
I saw transcendence awakened in the atmosphere
of that festival, caused by the various Indigenous
languages, cultures and methods of storytelling
converging together.
The Indigenous storytellers at ImagineNATIVE
came from every corner of North America. There were
Anishinaabe, Cree, Ojibway, Mohawk, Metis, Navajo,
Yaqui and three lone Blackfoots (myself, my girlfriend
and Cowboy Smithx).
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Alex Lazarowich says that she feels a responsibility in shaping Indigenous peoples future through
film. “We live here now and we have a future. We need to be a part of how we’re going to shape our
future through film.”
PHOTO: COURTESY OF ALEX LAZAROWICH
There were also many international Indigenous
films from the Sami, Maori and the Inuk of Greenland,
the last of which even had their very own feature
program of films that ran daily.
To help capture memories of this phenomenal
gathering, I caught up with three movers and shakers
in Indigenous Hollywood: a comedian podcaster, an
award-winning documentarian and a former child star.
RYAN McMAHON
Ryan McMahon is something of an Indigenous
renaissance man. He writes for the Globe and Mail,
VICE, CBC, and APTN among others. On top of that,
he’s a comedian who’s hosted several CBC comedy
specials.
When he’s not writing or doing comedy, McMahon
is podcasting for the Red Man Laughing show or
launching new enterprises like the Makoons Media
Group, a digital media platform created to share
Indigenous stories worldwide.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

But when it comes to how we share those
Indigenous stories, McMahon says unique
opportunities are starting to form.
“For so long, it’s been cowboys and indians, and
the indians always died. Hollywood has been built
on dead indian bodies,” says McMahon. “Now [that]
we have these media tools, we have to make sure
we aren’t perpetuating that dead Indian myth.”
According to McMahon, there is humanity in
dramatic films that show the plight of Indigenous
people’s realities, including alcoholism, drug
dependency or gang violence. However, he
believes these still perpetuate the idea that “all
Indians die.”
“I want these media tools to raise our youth
and community up to empower, to dream and
reimagine life. So we could make space for
ourselves to go in that direction. We have to see
ourselves as valued, loved and cherished, because
we are.”

TREATY 7
“What Indigenous identity means in Canada has
“An elder once said ‘when I teach you something,
changed so quickly and so fast, and it’s amazing,” I want you to put your own spin on it and share it
says Lazarowich. “Now we could have stories with your children,’ and our stories evolve in that
about Indigenous people in modern day society. way.”
The films don’t have to be about us battling
Through filmmaking and media, Lightning says
cowboys in the 1800s.”
Indigenous people now have the power to do that
Lazarowich
sees
in a more effective way.
this shift in diversity
“It’s important to use
impacting
many
the tools we have in this
Indigenous youth.
day and age.”
“Our youth can see
us in modern society,
A PERSONAL
because the biggest
REFLECTION
shame of colonization
This is a crucial time
and the way history is
to be an Indigenous
taught is that natives
filmmaker
or
aren’t allowed to live
storyteller. With everin modern times and
evolving technologies,
always relegated to the
filmmaking and media
past. That’s a lie.”
are more accessible
–Ryan McMahon
Echoing McMahon’s
than they’ve ever been.
perspective, Lazarowich
It’s also a critical
says Indigenous people
time. Our traditional
need to be in charge of
knowledge holders who
how they are portrayed
lived through true oral
in films.
traditions are now our aging grandparents, and
it’s their grandchildren that are responsible for
CODY LIGHTNING
the convergence of Indigenous oral traditions
Originally from Maskwacis First Nation, and modern day storytelling. One way to preserve
but raised in Los Angeles, 30-year-old Cody
their history is through these modern media tools.
Lightning has over 25 years of experience in the
It’s a huge responsibility, but one I embrace
film industry.
everyday with every story I tell.
Previous generations of storytellers, politicians
Telling contemporary Indigenous stories
is a priority for Lightning, but he also thinks and knowledge keepers have fought to open
Indigenous stories from the past should be doors. Now it is up to our generation to step
through.
respected — a lesson he learned from his elders.

“I want these media
tools to raise our youth
and community up to
empower, to dream and
reimagine life.”

Telly James stars in Indian Giver, which made
its debut at the ImagineNATIVE Film & Media
Arts Festival in Toronto.
PHOTO: COURTESY OF TAWNYA PLAIN EAGLE
McMahon sees this happening when Indigenous
people use their intuitive spirit to share their
stories.
“We have a responsibility to live through spirit
and speak through spirit. We are a spiritual culture
and that’s what informs the stories we tell.”
McMahon believes ImagineNATIVE is crucial to
that conversation because the films shown at the
festival are spirited stories.
ALEX LAZAROWICH
Alex Lazarowich is a director and producer.
Originally from northern Alberta, her heritage is
a mix of Cree and Ukrainian. Lazarowich’s film,
Cree Code Talker, won best short documentary at
ImagineNATIVE.
Getting her start in the industry at the young
age of 13, Lazarowich has witnessed the industry
transform when it comes to conversations around
diversity.

A family man comes back from the store...15 years later. Since leaving his family in 1999, Joseph
has been on a fast highway of rodeos, powwows and partying. Now he’s back and ready to make
amends with his estranged family in this comedic short.
PHOTO: COURTEST OF DAMIEN EAGLE BEAR
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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30 years of service

Reﬂecting on our society’s most common misconceptions of women in the military
MICHAELA RITCHIE

W

mritchie@cjournal.ca

hen I first joined, I just wanted to go to sea,” says
Katherine Boggs of her inspiration for joining
the military. “I wanted to serve the country, and
maybe have an adventure while I was doing it. To me, my
gender was completely irrelevant.”
The Canadian Forces currently employs a staff that is
about 12 per cent women, and stories of harassment
and inequality are commonplace in media coverage of
our military. It was much the same story back in 1984,
when a then-18-year-old Boggs first signed up as a Royal
Canadian Navy reservist.. It wasn’t until three years after
her training began that the law changed, making it
possible for female soldiers to serve in a relatively equal
capacity to their male counterparts, including in combat
as of 1989, and on submarines as of March 8, 2000.
But as Boggs has seen over her 30 years in the reserves,
saying women are equal on paper does not always
translate to creating true equality in the military — or any
workplace.
The Calgary Journal met with Boggs, now an Associate
Professor of Metamorphic Petrology & Tectonics at
Mount Royal University, to discuss her observations on
the treatment of female soldiers by the Canadian Forces
over the course of her career, and our society’s most
problematic misconceptions, as she sees them, about
women’s roles in the ranks.

Written in old pen on the back of this photo, the
words, “Yes, I can do it!” Katherine Boggs is shown,
by her memory, at age 18, during basic training.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KATHERINE BOGGS
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“Can you tell which one is me?” Boggs laughed over this particular photo, in which she is pictured during
training with three of her male counterparts. It is Bogg’s belief that, with time and understanding, the role of
women in the military can become almost indistinguishable from that of men. PHOTO COURTESY OF KATHERINE BOGGS
‘WOMEN AREN’T STRONG ENOUGH’
“Of course we [women] do need to be more careful,
that’s just a fact. In general, we are smaller than men are.
In general, we are weaker than men are, physically. But
that doesn’t preclude the whole idea that society needs
to treat women like glass,” Boggs says about the longstanding notion, supported by military leaders across the
globe, that women aren’t built to do the physical work
demanded of male soldiers.
Boggs reminds us that, though women tend to
naturally be the smaller of the sexes in most cases, not
all women are 5 foot 2 inches with minimal physical
prowess. For that matter, she says, she has seen women
of such stature whose determination to overcome their
physical limitations has led to them being some of the
strongest soldiers in her units, who boast the additional
ability of being able to maneuver into tighter spaces and
more physically challenging environment with greater
agility because of their small stature.
For her part, Boggs swam competitively in high school
and played water polo during the completion of her
Bachelors in Geology.
“I’m used to being outdoors, I’m used to a very physical
environment, and I’m also a fairly tall, big person — I’m
not petite at all. In some cases I was probably stronger
than some of the men who were around me at work. The
physicality of the job was never any problem for me.”
What the general public fails to remember, Boggs says,
is that in order to get into the service, all soldiers must
pass a minimum level of physical fitness, the guidelines
for which are the same for men and women in Canada.
Among the tests they must pass — being able to carry
more than 200 lbs away from a battlefield under fire. And
that’s just basic training.
“Everybody is a soldier first, so you still need to be
able to do the combat role, but if you’re say, a combat

diver, that’s a different level of expectation than if you
are involved in finance. If you are Special Forces, that
obviously requires a much higher level of physical fitness.
There are the regulations you have to meet, but then
depending on the position you’re working towards, there
may be something more that is expected of you.”
MEN AND WOMEN, AT WAR
But worse than the question of whether or not her and
her female comrades were physically capable of handling
their orders was the continued doubt from the oldest,
most traditional members of the guard, who also believed
that women were, in some ways, mentally or socially unfit
to hold positions of equal standing to men, says Boggs,
creating something of a psychological battleground.
“It was a hard transition, no doubt. Imagine these ships
that have never had a woman on board — men had been
allowed to just kind of do their thing and be men up to
that point. So there were some fairly racy jokes and some
inappropriate conduct when women first stepped in in
an equal role.”
Boggs recalls as an 18 and 19 year old just joining the
ranks, and later on as one of the first women to ever serve
on some of the vessels that she did, comments extended
to her with mixed reception.
“It was sort of a mixed blessing in that, as a younger
woman, it was amazing to have all that attention,” admits
Boggs, “but then there were also situations where I would
walk into a mess in the winter time and be the only female
there. Conversation would stop, and all the chairs would
turn in and look at me, which could be a bit terrible. I
wasn’t interested in that kind of attention at all.”
Similarly, it was not unusual to apply to a post on a ship,
only to find that the commanding officer of the vessel
was not interested in having women as a part of his crew.
But at least, says Boggs, those kinds of attitudes did not
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serve those officers well for long.
“The old guard that was very anti-women in 1987, they
either got out, or they were forced out,” she says. “[Women
joining] was the policy that was going to happen, it was
not up for debate. Women were coming into the military
whether they liked it or not, so those types either changed
their tune or left.”
In order to create some sort of solidarity in the ranks, not
to mention safety in numbers, Boggs says female soldiers
were never allowed to be the sole woman on any given
vessel, a move she believes was wise policy. Instead, in
the earliest days, creative placements had to be made to
ensure that there were at least enough women on a ship
that their dorms of two or four were fully occupied (not
wanting to waste space). This meant that women sailing
in a fleet of four or six ships might find themselves having
to cross over to another boat to bunk than where they
were stationed to work, so that the numbers balanced
out.
Understandably, some of the considerations that had
to be made frustrated these soldiers’ male coworkers.
These women knew this, as they were also just trying
to navigate the new system, explains Boggs. It left the
women very little margin for error.
“There aren’t a lot of opportunities in today’s society
where you can go prove yourself in a challenging
environment like this. The military provides that. It’s
an opportunity to prove yourself, to yourself, but also
develop leadership and communication skills and all
these interpersonal skills.”
“So I was always very careful about how I comported
myself,” says Boggs. “We just wanted, at the end of the day,
to be known as one of the boys, and do our job and be
part of the team.”
For Boggs, given the time of her enlistment, her initial
participation was only able to come in three ways: as an
administrative officer, financer, or cook. She chose the
latter, as it was the only position that would get her out
on the ocean. As she was one of the only cooks in that
time that enjoyed going out to sea, this also ensured that
Boggs had an ideal choice of postings — but her new role
also presented her a new challenge.
“We were always told in training that they cooks were
the most important on the ship for morale, and its true,
because if there is good food, no one complains and
everyone is happy. But there was another part of that too,
where if you were the cook, you were sort of perceived
as being the mothering type, even if you were a man,
because it was more of a traditionally female thing. So
there was potential for people to look at you the wrong
way like that.”
Thankfully, says Boggs, she has seen the attitudes of
male officers change drastically while serving, noticing
more positivity as early as 1996 — as a guard officer
working on her doctorate at the University of Calgary.
“One day I poked my nose into the classroom, just to
see what was going on... and I realized that [my divisional
petty officer] was the only male in the room. I laughed
and said, ‘P.O., you’re the only male in here! And he looked
around, and looked up and said, ‘Come on man, it’s the
90s!’ In his mind, it was just not a thing at all. Now, this was
someone who was very open-minded, mind you, but it
struck me as a real sign of the change in times.”
Boggs would eventually rise in the ranks to become a

Lieutenant by the time of her retirement, which, in late
2016, was still pending.
MILITARY FAMILIES
“Ultimately, it’s women who have the babies, and there’s
nothing we can do about that — so we’ve got to find a
way to work with it,” says Boggs.
She cites the case of Commander Josée Kurtz, the first
Canadian female soldier to take command of a warship
(at HMCS Halifax in 2009), who, like Boggs, also met her
husband while serving. When Josée became pregnant
with the couple’s first baby, she and her husband had to
decide who would have to quit to take care of the child

“We took our son to Remembrance Day when he was
six months old. I sat on the end of one of the rows
amongst the veterans, apologizing when he started to
cry. The veterans told me not to apologize, that he was
a symbol of what they fought for during the war.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF KATHERINE BOGGS
in order for the other to be able to continue successfully
in the work that they both loved. The decision was made
that Josée’s husband would leave the force and become
a stay-at-home dad.
“She freely admits that what makes her family work is
the fact that he supports her through this and that he was
willing to quit,” Boggs explains of her colleague, “but that’s
also a shame, because... by the time he quit, probably
about $5 million dollars [of government funding] had
been invested in his training. It was a long-term process
for him to get where he had been, and they lost a very
talented soldier because of that choice they felt had to be
made.”
Boggs knows how difficult raising a family can be
when both parents serve. She and her husband Gus
had to get creative with their schedules over the years

to accommodate a healthy home life with son Hendrik.
Though it was sometimes tough to manage, Boggs
believes that giving up a career that is so rewarding and
deeply intertwined in both her and Gus’ identities would
be even worse — which prompted a bold request when
baby number two became a possibility.
“I knew in the back of my mind that a couple years
down the road, there was a course I wanted to do for two
weeks, but if I’m breastfeeding, I can’t just leave my child,
that’s not going to work.” So Boggs consulted her senior
officers to discuss the possibility of her husband staying
in the training accommodations with her during the
course so that he could be on hand to help with the baby.
“They were actually quite happy to process that and
make it happen for me,” says Boggs, noting that, though
she had a miscarriage and the plan never came to fruition,
as a senior ranking officer, she would have made the
perfect pilot project for a program that could potentially
help a lot of other military families.
“I knew there were junior women in the same position
who were trying to get courses, trying to advance
themselves, and coming up against a lot of these
roadblocks when they started having kids. So I thought,
‘Well if you’re trying to retain people, then this might be a
very reasonable way to accommodate for them.’ ”
Indeed, because the military does continue to struggle,
according to Boggs, with keeping soldiers after they
begin to grow their families, especially now that more
military fathers are taking time off for paternity leave after
a new arrival. The forces’ attitudes towards facilitating
families personal success, while continuing to serve,
has certainly shifted over the decades towards a more
positive outlook, she believes.
Or perhaps that consideration for future generations
is simply being revisited. One of Boggs fondest
Remembrance Day memories reminds her of exactly why
she is proud to be a mother in arms.
“We took our son to Remembrance Day when he
was six months old. I sat on the end of one of the rows
amongst the veterans, apologizing when he started to
cry. The veterans told me not to apologize, that he was a
symbol of what they fought for during the war… [That is]
why the sacrifices of our veterans were so important: to
give our young people the freedom to be who they want
to, and to make their own choices.”
Though it was not always smooth sailing throughout
her career, Boggs is grateful that her choice to become a
part of Canada’s navy was made possible by ever-evolving
discussion on women’s rights and capabilities. Even if we
do still have a long way to go in fully realizing the worth of
our female soldiers, and committing them to our picture
of service, the most important thing is that we’ve started
to learn, she says.
“The military in a democracy is supposed to mirror
society’s values, and we’re supposed to be progressing
along with society at a comparable rate.
So as we’ve seen changes in the civilian sector with
more women in the workforce, and in certain nontraditional jobs, we should see those numbers reflected
in the military,” says Boggs.
“It’s a matter of the way our society has always been
structured. So, you change that structure, maybe you
will start to see more change in who applies to these
positions, as we already have.”
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Sexual Misconduct in the
Canadian Armed Forces

A timeline of eﬀorts and surveys focused on inappropriate
behaviour in the military
JOSIE LUKEY

jlukey@cjournal.ca

A brief history

Back in 2014, an independent external review on sexual
misconduct in the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) was
undertaken, but there has been little change in the culture of
the CAF since.
The Calgary Journal looked at all the efforts and surveys over
the past 17 years focused on sexual misconduct in the CAF.
Former Supreme Court Justice Marie Deschamps led the
review, which found a “generalized sexualized culture” within
the forces that’s hostile to members — most notably to LGBTQ
and female members.
As a result of that review, Gen. Jonathan Vance, chief of
defence staff, developed Operation Honour in order to

TIMELINE
Maclean’s and L’actualité investigation said between 2002
and 2012, 15 cases of sexual assault in Afghanistan were
reported. Not one led to an accusation against a Canadian. In four cases, investigators decided the complaint was
unfounded and five others didn’t have enough evidence
to identify a suspect and the cases were closed.

2002

2000
18

Maclean’s and L’actualité investigation reveals
military police have received between 134 and
201 complaints of sexual assaults every year
since 2000 - an average of 178 per year.

Statistics Canada said a representative of the CAF
testified before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on the Status of Women that the CAF Harassment
Tracking System had recorded, for the ten-year period beginning in 2002, only 31 complaints of sexual
harassment, of which 11 were founded or partially
founded.

2012

2006
National Post reports from 2006 through 2015,
there were 245 cases of sexual misconduct
involving cadets. Although most of the perpetrators were other cadets, officials admit some
were adult instructors or reserve officers.

WAR AT HOME

Gen. Jonathan Vance, chief of defence staff at a press conference in November 2016 commenting on
the Statistics Canada survey that said 960 regular force members reported an incident in 2015.
PHOTO: Canadian Armed Forces

CC Image courtesy of Victor To on Flickr

encourage forces members to report when they have According to a Maclean’s/L’actualite investigation, the
average number of sexual assault complaints since 2000
experienced harm or assault.
from regular and reserve members were 178 per year.
According to Vance the more members who do report, the
better it is for the entirety of the CAF, because the military
Although it appears more forces members are coming
can then start to deal specifically with the individuals and forward, according to Gen. Jonathan Vance, more needs to
with the wider issues associated with the culture in the be done in order to deal specifically with individuals and
wider issues associated with the sexualized culture of the
CAF.
CAF.
Yet even after years of reports and efforts focused on
reducing inappropriate behaviour in the CAF, the number
“We need to do a better job, a more thorough job, when
of reports on abuse and assault has remained steady.
people are recruited in the armed forces — young people
who join us — to train them. To train them to understand
A Statistics Canada survey released in Nov. 2016 said what our norms are, what is expected of them, [and] what
960 regular force members reported an incident in 2015. constitutes inappropriate behaviour,” said Vance.

Operation Honor launched by Gen. Vance after
Deschamps inquiry that found “endemic” sexual
misconduct within the CAF. Purpose to allow
soldiers to report and address harmful and inappropriate behaviour more seriously and safely.

2014
The Canadian Forces Mental Health Survey,
2013 by Statistics Canada finds one in 13 female
full-time members of the Canadian Forces have
been sexually assaulted in connection with their
service in the military.

2015

Statistics Canada survey finds 960 full-time
members - approximately 1.7 per cent of the
regular force, reported a sexual assault incident
in 2015.

2016

2015
Marie Deschamps, a former Supreme Court
justice and author of an inquiry into sexual misconduct in the Canadian Forces, found that bad
behaviour was “endemic” in the CAF.
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Living like a millennial
What does the future hold for Calgary’s Millennials?
ANDREA ROBERTS

aroberts@cjournal.ca

A

bunch of lazy, self-entitled kids who can’t take
criticism and don’t know the value of hard work.
This is often the description attributed to the
millennial generation, yet this view is based in an older
generation’s way of thinking.
As a millennial myself, it made me wonder if we truly
deserve this reputation.
During conversations with other millennials in this
generation many of them make the comment that they
are personally hard working and just want a quality
way of life, but would say generally they think other
millennials are lazy.
WHO ARE THE MILLENNIAL GENERATION?
While numbers differ between researchers, millennials
are generally described as those who came of age
during the new millennium, hence the term millennials.
They’re born between the years 1980 and 2000.
According to Canadian Business, Canada’s millennials
are considered the largest age group and the
largest generation in the country’s workforce- now
outnumbering the numerous baby boomers.
Millennials are more digitally connected than the
previous generations such as Generation X (1960-1979)
and baby boomers (1946-1959).

Taya Schneider is a 23-year-old nursing student
who dreams of owning a home one day but
student debt may hold her back.
PHOTO BY ANDREA ROBERTS
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Participants of a Facebook poll were divided on whether they thought the millennial generation was
self-entitled and lazy.
GRAPHIC BY ANDREA ROBERTS
In fact we have the nickname ‘digital natives’ meaning
There are roughly 55,000 post-secondary students
people who were brought up during the age of attending the schools in Calgary with an average fulltechnology and who are familiar with technology and time payment of about $3,000-$5,000 per semester.
the Internet from an early age. This also means that most According to Student Aid Alberta, in 2016 it projected
aspects of our life are dedicated to technology, but there’s 77,000 students in Alberta would lend $579 million, up
the worry technology will
from the 70,461 students
soon begin to take over job
in 2015 that received
opportunities.
$537 million. This debt
For the younger millennial
affects the way millennials
Calgarians it seems the
have to live, their living
most important issues are
situations and even the
student debt, buying a
jobs they look for.
house, differing generational
When
looking
at
morals and their place in the
the Calgary housing
current struggling economy.
market, prices have
–Jezelle Daklala
Taya Schneider is a
risen in accordance with
23-year-old millennial. The
increased
mortgages,
nursing student goes to
inflation and demand.
Columbia College in Calgary and is ready to graduate in However, Calgary has seen an increase in housing prices
December 2016. In the chilled basement of her parents in the past few years with the average price of a $472,529
home she sits in on the couch across from the TV; a rerun in 2016 from $110,184 in 1980. This year has also seen
of Game of Thrones plays in the background.
a drop in sales due to the economy but housing is still
Schneider plays with her light blonde hair as she talks expensive and taxes keep going up.
about her dream of possessing her own home. However,
Student loan debt has increased too in the past few
this is starting to feel like more of a pipedream. Schneider years. The average student debt in Canada rose to
said she had started saving some money for a home, but $25,000 in 2016, while this hasn’t increased much since
it all went towards her tertiary education- a venture that 2009- it is still the highest in history.
has also put her into debt.
Schneider works a side job at Domino’s Pizza and
“I have a plan on how to buy a house and plan to save studies full time, just like over half of Canadian millennials
eventually,” she said. “But I can’t think about doing that currently in university. She has been working since she
until I have got my student loans paid off. There is no was 14 years old and she huffs at the idea of millennials
point in trying to save when I could be trying to pay off being lazy. She has worked too hard to get where she is
my student loans and get out of debt and not have to pay today and doesn’t like that been diminished.
interest on the loans.”
“I am working through school so I am not entitled in
that way,” she said.
MILLENNIALS AND MONEY
“My parents aren’t paying for my school so I have to
Student debt seemed to be a huge factor for how actually try to make those ends meet. Yes, I am living at
millennials plan their futures. Since the beginning of their home because it is too expensive to live anywhere else,
educations, teachers and parents told this generation to but I’ve being working since I was 14 and
go to university and earn a degree.
so I don’t really feel entitled.”
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“I get called lazy but i’m
not, they just don’t see
what I do all day. ”

COVER STORY
ARE MILLENNIALS LAZY?
This sentiment comes down to individual interactions
and differing generational values.
Jezelle Daklala is 19-years-old and plans to go to
university next year to study psychology. She graduated
from Calgary’s St. Mary’s High School in 2015 and
has been working at Sal’s Flatbread in Mount Royal
University’s Wyckham House to save up for her studies.
While she currently lives at home, she too has plans to
one day move out and purchase her own home.
As one a younger millennials, she’s experienced the
judgment about this generation far too many times.
“I still get treated like a kid,” she said.
“I go home after a long day of working and I want
to relax. So I go on the Internet or watch Netflix. Then
I get called lazy, but I’m not, they just don’t see what I
do all day.”
While there are some baby boomers and Gen X’ers
who would agree with this statement, the idea remains
that millennials are lazy.
Nancy Smith is a baby boomer born in the tale end
of the generation. A mother of two millennials, both of
whom are in their late twenties, she stands behind the
idea that millennials are lazy but believes it may have
come down to parenting.
“I think every generation has wanted to make the lives
of their children better than what they had,” she said.
“The millennial generation is a product of this and
there is so much information available to parents and
caregivers at the touch of a button. There is so much peer
pressure coming at parents from all of these sources
making them feel even guiltier in their parenting skills
and practices. Not only are parents bombarded with
this, but this generation has access to it as well, thus
making them more demanding in their expectations.”
Smith explained that because of peer pressure
between parents, it lead to them granting each whim
of their children, making them unable to function very
well without parental aid. This also means those parents’
now adult children come to rely on them far more than
in previous generations.
As the world changed and both parents began to
work, Smith believes parents began to substitute the
time they would have spent with their children with
whatever the child requested leading to an entitled
mentality.
“I fear because of this generation’s self-absorption it will
lead to a situation like the one in the movie Wall E where
the people become fat, lazy and unmotivated,” she said.
MILLENNIALS AND THE ECONOMY
In Alberta the economic downturn has hurt this
generation as well. A report from August 18 from
Equifax Canada showed in 2016 Calgary had the highest
national debt of the major Canadian cities, with $28,572
and while Canadian millennials have less debt than the
other age groups they do have the highest numbers of
delinquency meaning they are less likely to be able to
pay off their debts.
This debt is in part due to student loans.
Schneider explained student loans could make it
harder to get a loan from a bank.
“I have to pay that loan off before I can get a loan
through the banks for the house. Like I cant have both at

In fact most retirees can comfortably live outside of
major cities off a combination of the Old Age Security
and the Guaranteed Income Supplement.
StatsCan reported in February 2016 there was an
employment growth for men and women over the age
of 55, yet growth was down for the other population
groups. The general agreement amongst millennials
is there are fewer job options for entry-level jobs,
fewer opportunities to move up in the job world and
the belief in old business structures, such as the 9-5
mentality, are outdated. However, millennials are
trying to find other options, they are more likely to
want to open their own business despite the risks and
costs involved.

Nancy Smith is a baby boomer with two
millennial children. She believes this
generation’s perceived laziness comes down to
how they we re parented.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK
one time, I tried to get a loan through the bank for school
but they wouldn’t accept me because I had a loan from
the government for my student loans,” Schneider said.
MILLENNIALS AND THE JOB MARKET
Schneider considers herself lucky, as she expects to
have a guaranteed job for the rest of her life. Most other
millennials are not so lucky.
Due to longer lifespans, older generations are staying
in their jobs longer before retiring. Despite the worries
that retirees wont be able to care for themselves
numbers show it is not the case. According to Discovery
Finance in 2015, 86 percent of retirees were able to pay
off their bills with two-thirds of them being debt-free.

HOUSING MILLENNIALS
When asked whether having a home, kids and a
good job was attainable for this generation, Schneider
was divided.
“If you are very successful and have a well-paying
profession and your spouse has a well-paying profession,
then yes I feel it is attainable that way. But the amount of
jobs out there you are probably not going to have that
income to attain it,” Schneider said.
With new mortgage rules the federal government
recently introduced, Calgary millennials may have to
rent for a little while longer. These new rules will mean
that home buyers will have to put down more of the
down payment of their own with less coming from the
lenders. It will also mean that those who are looking for
a house may have to look for cheaper homes.
LOOKING FORWARD
So while the future may seem bleak, millennials don’t
seem to worry about it and instead are finding our paths
in life just like the gen x’ers did before and the baby
boomers before them.
Each generation changes from the one before
and change sometimes brings contempt for those
entrenched in their ways. But either way, it will one day
be the millennials in charge and we will be shaking our
heads at younger generations too.

Taya Schneider attempts to get homework done in her parent’s basement at the end of the day. She
looks forward to December 16 when her schooling officially ends.
PHOTO: BY ANDREA ROBERTS
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Growing a community around food

Neighbourhood and backyard gardens explore new food trends in Calgary

C

ANDREA ROBERTS

aroberts@cjournal.ca

armen Lamoureux has been trying to form a
connection between people and their food —
and she says young Calgarians are embracing this
way of life.
Lamoureux is the owner and founder of URBANFARM
Permaculture, and founder of the URBANFARM
Permaculture Project.
“We take action that actually adds value,” she says
of the company’s mission to help educate Calgarians
about the benefits of homegrown food. “People want
power and control over their own life.”
“I think that is why the whole idea behind the
local food movement is really blossoming,” she says,
“because people see the value of having some
sovereignty over their own food supply.”

EDUCATING OTHERS ABOUT FOOD
URBANFARM Permaculture is a Calgary based skillbuilding hub with a workshop and demonstration
garden available to patrons. The company focuses on
educating people about a variety of gardening topics,
such as soil health and pest management.
The organic demonstration garden is located at
Lamoureux’s home, where she has cultivated it for the
past 25 years. She talks about her pie-shaped garden
behind her cul-de-sac home in Palliser; during the
growing season, colour permeates the garden. Green
shrubs and bright red tomatoes grow in their raised
beds, and bees buzz around the deep purple lavender.
Over the past few years, she has seen an increase in
registration for her workshops.
“A lot of people my age are really starting to say,

David Carlton of Leaf Ninjas helps communities
to produce their own food.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
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Carmen Lamoureux’s backgarden, which she uses in her URBANFARM Permaculture Project. She
runs a number of workshops where she teaches the public of how to grow their own food.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CARMEN LAMOUREUX
‘Okay, I got time to put into this, so why don’t I putter
around and grow a little something.’ But it is young
people who are starting to see the connection between
various components in their lives, and they are seeking
connectivity between those various components,” she
explains.
Lamoureux says she has observed that members
of the millennial generation, especially those with
young children, are turning away more and more
from grocery stores and opting instead for growing
their own nutrient-packed food. She believes that,
as a traditionally agricultural province, Alberta has
abdicated its right to its own food by often exporting
what it grows and importing other foods into grocery
stores. It is this lack of control over the sources of
their food that Lamoureux believes young people are
starting to dislike and work against.
TRYING IT YOURSELF
Jade Connor, a 24-year-old Calgary homeowner, would
like to grow her own food, but says she is nervous that
she won’t be successful at it. She has been looking into
attending workshops with URBANFARM Permaculture
in order to change that.
“I think the media and the Internet has allowed
people to care more about their food,” Connor says.
“There is so much information out there about things
that are bad with food in the grocery stores. But there
is so much accessible information out there about how
to grow your own food and the benefits of it.”
Lamoureux thinks it is wonderful that more people
want to be self-sufficient about their food, as it reminds
her of her own childhood. From some of her earliest
memories of living in Alberta, Lamoureux remembers
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family members who hunted their own food and
canned whatever they could.
This lifestyle was even more prevalent when her
family moved to North Africa when she was 13, and
had to learn about the food there. Her mother learned
to cook with the help of some local women, and with
local ingredients, which she had never seen or used
before.
“We had never seen an artichoke in our life,” she
recalls. “We were like, ‘What strange thing is that?’ The
next thing I know, my mum is coming home with a
bushel of artichokes and we had no idea what to do
with them, but they looked really cool!”
These lessons about food stayed with Lamoureux,
and helped her in her personal quest to become more
self-sufficient. Now, by sharing her interest in growing
food with others, she says the knowledge has also
helped her grow a community around food.

“It is really important to a
lot of people and to have
healthy communities to
share food to break bread
together”
–David Carlton,
co-founder of Leaf Ninjas

COVER STORY
Carlton believes that, with the state of the world
today being as uncertain as it is, more and more
people want better control over their own food. This is
the reason, he feels, that communities grown around
food have become so popular in the last few years,
especially.

One of the backyards the Leaf Ninjas have converted into a food forest. PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID CARLTON
GROWING FOOD FOR ALL
The Leaf Ninjas are another organization dedicated
to food production in an urban setting, and they
agree with Lamoureux that creating communities
around food is an important step in changing peoples’
attitudes about sustainable eating.
Since starting their company five years ago, the
Calgary group has grown from more than just a garden
cleanup company, to one that also creates edible
landscapes and food forests for their customers.
The Leaf Ninjas use a method called “spin-farming”
in their work, taking folks backyards and other open
urban spaces, and transforming them into a place
where edible plants can thrive. They believe the process
helps to form connections between the people in each
neighbourhood they visit.
“It was really amazing to get to know these
communities on a really intimate level,” says David
Carlton, co-founder of Leaf Ninjas.
“Getting to know all these neighbours and people

A variety of tomatoes grown at the
URBANFARM Permaculture Project garden.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CARMEN LAMOUREUX

who kept popping their heads over the fence saying,
‘Hey, what you doing?’ and we would say, ‘Oh, we’re
just growing a bunch of food,’ you know it really just
broke down the barrier and created this point of
conversation.”
Along with people’s backyards, the group also
helps businesses and community gardens to flourish.
Community gardens are growing more popular as
more people begin to wonder where their food is
coming from, what is being used to grow it and if they
would have another source of food if the supermarkets
ran dry.
However, the idea of community gardens is not a
necessarily new one for our city. In Calgary there are
a number of organizations currently dedicated to
food production and food education. In fact, before
the Second World War, such gardens as these were a
common way for people in the area to obtain fresh
fruit and vegetables.
COMMUNITY FARMS FLOURISH
Carlton cites his work on the empty lot beside the
Ox and Angela restaurant on 17th Ave. as one of the
Leaf Ninjas more memorable projects. The half empty
lot had grown into an eyesore over the years, with
garbage scattered across the long grass. About three
years ago, the restaurant contacted the Leaf Ninjas to
overhaul the lot and create a production garden. Their
activities drew in a lot of interest from people passing
by, who would often stop to ask what they were doing.
Another food forest the Leaf Ninjas have helped
build is the Hawkwood Community garden, which was
started as a Hawkwood Community project in 2014.
The garden is situated on a disused baseball diamond.
The Leaf Ninjas gave new life to the space by installing
raised planting beds and a flood mitigation system.
“Its kind of cool using old space and revitalizing the
space a little bit — as it had been causing issues — and
kind of creating this new little hub for the community
to gather around it and be proud of it and grow,” says
Carlton.
The Leaf Ninjas also own a patch of land in Inglewood
where they farm various fruit and vegetables of their
own, which they donate to eight different restaurants
in Calgary.

COMMUNITIES THROUGH FOOD
Both Lamoureux and Carlton stress the importance
of forming communities around food. Lamoureux
believes people have a connection to food, and that
this connection can link them with others. Just like
how a family comes together for a meal, so can a
community come together around the production of
food.
There are roughly 26 listed suburban community
gardens in Calgary currently, but there are many
more non-suburban community gardens run out of
schools and other institutions, like the student-run
community garden at Mount Royal University, the
MRU Community Garden.
One thing’s for sure, the popularity of these new
social and nutritional hubs seems to only be growing
as time goes by.
“It is a growing trend to have this fresh, locally grown
food and this kind of lifestyle,” says Carlton. “It is really
important to a lot of people and to have healthy
communities to share food to break bread together.”

Some of the goods Carmen Lamoureux grows
in her greenhouse in her URBANFARM
Permaculture garden.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CARMEN LAMOUREUX
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Home is where you park it

The #vanlife trend is allowing millennials to live small, wild and relatively free
NORA CRUICKSHANK

ncruickshank@cjournal.ca

E

ver since Alana Keleigh moved into her van —
nicknamed Carl — in late August of this year,
she hasn’t had to worry about coming up with
rent at the beginning of every month, or choosing
between tuition and a place to live.
By finding free places to park at or around Mount
Royal University where she currently studies, Keleigh
no longer has to pay property fees or utilities, or put
up with a string of unfortunate roommates.
Keleigh alternates between parking her van in the
MRU day-lots — only coming and going when the
gates are open during the night and early morning
— and on the streets around nearby Bethany
Chapel. She says the security guards at Mount Royal
haven’t approached her yet, but she doesn’t want to
draw too much attention to herself.
By showering at the university’s gym, charging her
modern-girl devices during classes, and refilling her
water jug at the on-campus bar, The Hub, Keleigh
is making full use of her proximity to Mount Royal.
However, even with a five-minute commute on
foot, Keleigh says she still struggles to get to class
on time.
“Sleeping in will always be my fault,” she says.

LIVING THE #VANLIFE
Even after Keleigh graduates from MRU in the spring,
and will no longer be torn between paying tuition
and rent, she is confident that she is going to keep
Carl.
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Most of Keleigh’s life is only a five minute commute away on foot since Keleigh usually parks in
neighborhoods around Mount Royal University or in the campus day-lots.
PHOTO: NORA CRUICKSHANK
“He’s the first home I’ve ever bought,” she says.
With the nature of Keleigh’s degree in
Environmental Sciences, as well as the forestry work
and tree planting she does during the summer,
living in her van means that she can easily take her
home with her everywhere she goes.
“I’ve been running away from home every
summer essentially, and now I get a permanent run
away from home,” Keleigh says.
Keleigh admits that while her mom has
had her doubts about Keleigh living
in van, she has done everything
to try and be supportive,
including buying her
a carbon monoxide
detector.
“My mom just
wants me to not
get poisoned…
or
freeze
over
the
w i n t e r ,”
Keleigh
says.
On the
other
hand,

Keleigh’s stepfather thinks her new abode is the
“coolest thing in the entire world,” and wishes he
had done something similar when he was Keleigh’s
age.
Living in a van is, however, not without it’s
challenges — and the challenges Keleigh has faced
in the short time that she has lived in her van are
already adding up: a broken heater on her first truly
cold day of the season, deciding what material
possessions she can live without, and even a breakin after a night out.
After coming home late from hanging out with
some friends, Keleigh says she found Carl’s door
wide open the next morning and her purse missing.
Since the incident she’s been more cautious about
her safety in the van.
“I have a couple of weapon-like things I am willing
to use if need be. There’s a shovel near the door, I’ve
got bear mace in the bottom drawer, and if I were to
be broken into they are close at hand and ready to
use,” Keleigh says while also pointing out the knife
rack by the stove, “I wouldn’t want to have to stab
somebody. I hate blood and there’s white carpet.”
AN EMERGING TREND
Traditionally, the idea of the living in a vehicle conjures
up visions of financial instability, poverty and overall
general homelessness. Keleigh recalls one encounter
where a fellow student kept apologizing to her after
she jokingly told him she was homeless and living in
her van in the parking lot.
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“So there is some stigma surrounding it,” she says,
“but I don’t let it get to my head.”
However, recently there has been a resurgence in
popularity of people living in vans, RV’s and other
vehicles, Keleigh says.
In 2011, Foster Huntington quit his New-York
based design job to live life on his own terms…
and out of a Volkswagon Vanagon. After hitting
the open road, he met many other people living
out of campers and other vehicles, and decided to
start documenting their stories on Instagram with
#vanlife.
The hashtag has since blown up all over the
Internet, with communities of ‘vanners’ posting
how-to manuals, videos, and encouraging messages
online to fellow and potential van dwellers.

“I want to prove to myself
that I can do it.”
–Alana Keleigh

AN ONLINE COMMUNITY
Keleigh says having a community that supports your
way of life is comforting. A simple search online will
reveal all of the struggles and challenges fellow
‘vanners’ have stumbled upon, as well as the stories
of others choosing to live life in alternative ways.
For instance, ‘The Vanual’ offers a digitized
“complete guide to complete freedom,” explaining
any and all questions that could be asked about
living in a van. The website, run by filmmaker
Zach Both, covers topics from how to convert and
renovate various aspects of a van to better suit your
new compartmentalized lifestyle, to how to stay safe
in your van.
Both describes his site as “an opinionated righthand man who provides insight to those interested
in converting a van into a camper and living a mobile
lifestyle.”
More evidence of the alternative living trend can
be found on the website and You Tube channel

Keleigh usually parks in neighborhoods
around Mount Royal University or in the
campus day-lots.
PHOTO: NORA CRUICKSHANK

‘Exploring Alternatives’. Created by Mat Dubé and
Danielle Chabassol, their platforms are dedicated
to sharing the idea of living large with less. Selfproclaimed minimalist nomads, the couple has been
living out of their small camper van since 2012, and
are passionate about sharing tips and advice that
they have learned along the way.
The duo also travels around North America in
search of other people who are living differently
in similar ways. In their channel trailer video, the
couple says “[we] meet and interview people who
are: living in small spaces like tiny houses, vans, RVs,
sailboats, and who are exploring long-term travel,
minimalism, zero waste living, renewable energy,
and much more.”
Their main goal is to inspire others to “live life
to the fullest, but with a smaller environmental
footprint.”
The #vanlife trend is also starting to penetrate
pop-culture, with movies like The Lady in the Van,
a 2015 film starring Maggie Smith, being added
to Netflix, and professional baseball player Daniel
Norris living out of his VW Camper during his offseason.
But no matter who tells the story, or where it comes

from, Keleigh observes that ‘vanner’ tales always
seem to show off the glamorous and adventure side
of #vanlife.
“I feel like a lot of those profiles are the travellers,
and are the ones who romanticize van living. You
don’t really see the day to day, it’s not like their
going to post a picture when the roof is leaking or
like, when they have to go find a [place to] poo in
the morning and there’s like nowhere you can do it.”
But despite the challenges those daily annoyances
present her with, Keleigh says she does not plan to
give up her full-time #vanlife any time soon. Keleigh
still thinks rent is a scam and she loves having her
own space, even though that space has recently
added another occupant: her boyfriend John.
“I’ve had people offer me or tell me when rooms
open up, but I’m not interested in that,” Keleigh says.
“I’m very stubborn. I want to prove to myself that I
can do it.”

One of Keleigh’s greatest challenges since
going mobile has been figuring out what
material possessions she can do without, and
getting rid of a lot of her belongings as a result.

Keleigh’s van is officially dubbed Carl
Armageddon Alberta. Since moving in she has
started renovating Carl with additions to help it
better suit her needs, most recently outfitting
him with new carpets and solar panels.

PHOTO: NORA CRUICKSHANK

PHOTO: NORA CRUICKSHANK

It’s only been a few months since Alana Keleigh started living in her van full-time, but she has
already fallen in love with the lifestyle. Though her space is small, she is happy she can call it her
own.
PHOTO: NORA CRUICKSHANK
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The Hills on wheels
A unique dream home built for the Hills

J

NICK DE LIMA

ndelima@cjournal.ca

oe and Bri Hills are your average newly wed
couple, currently building their dream home,
but their dream home is a little different.
For the past six months, the Hills have been
building their 250 square foot tiny home and they
are planning on taking it everywhere.
“Some people see it and they think ‘oh it’s kind
of small’,” said Bri. “But it’s perfect for us, we love
it and our parents support us, they just think it’s
great.”
With the cost of living getting so high, the
little house lifestyle has become more and more
popular, even spawning an HGTV program devoted
exclusively to tiny homes.
“I think it’s kind of a movement,” said Joe. “We’ve
heard of other people doing it, and there’s even
some TV shows about little houses.”
“We just wanted to be able to get up and go,”
said Bri. “We talked about traveling around with
a van but that kind of fell apart, so we decided to
upgrade to a little house.
The Hills are also building in small so it can
function off the grid. Equipped with solar panels
for electricity and a propane tank for heat, the
couple can set up almost anywhere they choose.
“When I moved here from the [United] States, it
was important for me to have a place that we could
call our own,” said Bri. “And we always move around
a lot, so we thought that instead of taking out a big
loan to pay for a property, we just thought that this
was the right fit for us.”
And a fit they have found. Not only will their
house being easily moveable, but it will also be
inexpensive compared to a regular house. They
don’t have to worry about the average costs like
rent or a mortgage.
In fact, building their home has only cost
them $14,000 and they only expect to spend an

additional $3,000 by the
end of their project. The
monthly expenses are
expected to be incredible
low as well.
“We expect it to cost us
about 200 - 300 dollars a
month,” said Joe. “It’s just
for the cost of propane
for our heating and
appliances.”
The Hills have been
building
their
house
themselves,
finding
the time after work or
on weekends to put it
together, without the help
of contractors and all while
posting pictures of their
progress to social media.
A look inside the Hills almost completed new tiny home
They expect to be
PHOTO COURTESY OF BRI HILLS
finished within the month.
“We want to put it
we just fix it up and it’s perfectly fine.”
together ourselves,” said
They were even able to salvage many appliances
Joe. “It’s not easy, we’re learning as we’re going. It’s
been a really complicated experience, but we need like their fridge, laundry machine, and their sink.
Even the wooden panels on the outside of their
to know how it all works.”
The Hills want to understand the ins and outs of little home is repurposed panels from an old barn
Many people might never consider trying to
their house, including the electrical work, plumbing
build their own little house project, because there
and how all the parts fit together.
Not only that, but they have also been building seems to be a negative stigma associated with little
their house from recycled material to keep the houses.
Once they’re done, Bri and Joe expect to take
cost of construction supplies down. Working with
perfectly fine material that other people thought their home to the bottom of a ski hill and hit the
slopes snowboarding right down to their doorstep.
flawed.
To see the entire progress of their work from
“All our two by fours, all our siding,” said Joe. “We’ve
been basically salvaging parts from construction start to finish, you can visit them on instagram at
sites that would normally just have thrown out, but the_Hillsonwheels.

Joe and Bri Hills standing outside their little house, preparing to make their way to Calgary
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MILLENNIALS

The young and the wasteless

How a handful of young Canadians are purging non-recyclables from their lives

F

AMY TUCKER

PHOTO COURTESY OF KATELIN LEBLOND

atucker@cjournal.ca

or Katelin Leblond’s family, taking the trash out each
week is not a chore, nor has it been an occurrence
since April of 2015.
The family of four has taken on the challenge of living
trash-free, and within one year, they produced no more
than a two-liter jar of trash, collectively.
“I’m sure that there were weeks where there was no
garbage,” says Leblond.
Leblond and her family are part of a small but growing
movement in Canada, and the U.S., to live “zero waste.” In
2014, Canadians produced 9,966,775 tonnes of residential waste. But Leblond and her family are just one example of how average Canadians are gearing up to make a
small change.
The inspiration set in for Leblond after watching a video
of Bea Johnson — one of the first to coin the “zero waste”
lifestyle — on Facebook back in 2014. After considering
how much waste she was producing, and learning how
she could change her impact, Leblond realized she needed to make a full lifestyle change.
“The light just went on for me that if you want to make
a real difference, it has to be all encompassing.”
The concept is fairly straightforward: buy as little packaged food and products as possible. But in practice, it
takes planning and sacrificing.
When Leblond shops, she typically avoids all fruit sold
in plastic clamshells. Her alternative? Buying produce
“loose” and then washing it at home.
“It might take an extra five minutes, [but] I save money,
as the quantity sold fresh [or] loose is far greater than the
amount in the celo bags.”
Leblond suggests shopping fresh may be healthier for
consumers too, as she says oftentimes the pre-washed
greens and veggies sold in stores are doused with pesticides during their growth, and chemicals to keep them
looking fresh thereafter.
Stocking up at farmers’ markets and buying large flats
of berries from local grocers is also a tactic Leblond uses.
After making her purchases, she also returns the green
berry boxes for the farmers to reuse the next time.
“My freezer is filled with berries – but we use them up
[and] I do not buy them again until next season.”

THE FIVE R’S
With every consumer choice, Leblond suggests going by
the five R’s:

THE TRASH-LESS IN ALBERTA
Smith-Arnsdorf is based out of Vancouver, while Leblond
and her family currently live in Toronto — but the women
aren’t alone in their trash-less efforts in Canada. A couple
• Refuse (everything you do not need)
from Banff, Alta., Jeremiah Marsh and Amie Nichols, have
• Reduce (what you do need)
been living waste free for the past year.
• Reuse (everything you can — including shopping for
Nichols was inspired in her efforts by New York blogger
clothing, toys and household items secondhand first)
Lauren Singer, who runs the Instagram account “Trash is
• Recycle (what you cannot Refuse, Reduce or Reuse)
for Tossers.” Singer was an Environmental Studies major
• Rot (compost the rest)
in college, and began living a sustainable lifestyle herself
about a year and a half ago.
Leblond encourages those interested in living a waste
“To me, ‘zero waste’ means that I do not produce any
free life to start with these tips. However, she also urges garbage. No sending anything to landfill, no throwing
shoppers to remember that, while “zero waste” may be a anything in a trash can, nothing. However, I do recycle
“catchy” nickname for the movement, going completely and I do compost,” Singer writes on her blog.
without producing garbage is not actually attainable —
A noticeable difference is made for many waste-free
so make changes to your lifestyle as you are able, and re- shoppers in changing the way they buy their groceries.
member that every little step adds up along the way.
For example, Marsh and Nichols, who each live with a
“In starting out we set goals — we didn’t actually think roommate, head for shopping trips armed with several
not having a garbage can was achievable at first,” says mason jars, cotton bags, and reusable containers.
Leblond. “Our goal was to cut our waste in half. Once this
“You get a funny look from people,” admits Nichols,
was achieved, we would do it again and again until final- “but once you develop a relationship with these people
ly, within one year, having no garbage can was actually — seeing them once or twice a week — they know, ‘Oh,
feasible.”
that’s Amie and Jeremiah, they’re going to want me to
put cheese in a jar.’”
MAKING EXCEPTIONS
The same goes for when the Banff couple order take
Leblond and her husband also make sure they give them- out food.
selves “breathing room” while making these changes.
“‘Oh that’s Amie and Jeremiah, they’re going to ask for
Both of them has created a top ten list of products that pizza on a [real] plate this time.’”
they allow as exceptions to their trash free living. Among
“We’re still normal people,” Nichols jokes. “We still comthe items on Leblond’s list are certain makeup products, post, we still recycle, but there’s very minimal recycling
going to the hair salon, running shoes and dog food. happening.” However, it is tough for the couple to track
Meanwhile, her husband continues to buy French’s Mus- their progress as devotedly as the Leblond family does,
tard, batteries, and paint.
because neither of their roommates follow the waste free
Leblond also tries to stay self-motivated by keeping a lifestyle.
blog, dubbed “Pare Down,” which she runs with her partIn 2014, Albertans produced 230,635 tonnes of resiner Tara Smith-Arnsdorf.
dential waste — the equivalent weight of approximately
As their “about” page states: “Living Zero Waste sounds 68.4 thousand school buses.
drastic, even hard-core, but we assure you it’s not. Once
“I think a lot of people want to do something, and they
you establish new routines and adopt a philosophy of feel passionate about the environment, but it’s hard to
simplicity this lifestyle will reward you.”
find a way to do something as a singular person,” says
Nichols.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Facing your demons

VOICES

Struggle and defeat inspires a man to save himself from his own body and mind

But a few weeks before one of his fundraisers,
Loughman had a massive panic attack. His normal
exercises and techniques didn’t work and he ended
up spending 15 days in the Peter Lougheed Centre.
Nonetheless, he continued to do radio interviews and
talk to patients about mental health. Ten hours before
his fundraiser, he was released. He still managed to
get more than 150 people to show-up and they raised
more than $9,000.

Mike Loughman having fun at the 2016 Unmask mental health fundraiser earlier this year.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE LOUGHMAN
CAITLIN PATON

cpatoncjournal.ca

A

s a young child, Mike Loughman was told he was
a lost cause.
He spent 22 years battling addiction with that
thought in his mind.
Growing up in Airdrie, Loughman wanted to be a
police officer or a kindergarten teacher. School wasn’t
the kindest place for Loughman - he had troubles
in junior and senior high with blackout rages and
bullying.
“You get told by your peers ‘what’s wrong with you?
Why are you so stupid?’ and then you start believing
those things - maybe I am actually stupid or a moron.
I knew something deep inside of me that there was
something wrong, but I didn’t know how to express
it,” says Loughman.
He was diagnosed with ADHD at the age of ten, but
this was only the beginning of his problems.
In high school, he ran away from home. He turned
to drugs, alcohol, violence and dealing. He even spent
a year living on the streets.
“I led a double life for 22 years. I was a heavy
alcoholic, heavy cocaine user and I hid it from my
family and from everybody except my group of
friends,” says Loughman.
In 2013, Loughman’s father had him see a
psychologist. Her assessment had concluded that
he was bipolar and had four learning disabilities. The
medications only helped slightly. They would wear off
after awhile because he was still addicted to alcohol
and cocaine.
Then, Loughman had a breakdown. He tried to
overdose and spent the night in the emergency
room. After he was released, he went to the liquor
store and found some drugs. The morning after, he
was still under the influence and contemplated killing
himself. He called the police, scared of himself.
28
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Loughman stayed at the Peter Lougheed Centre
for seven days. Soon after his stay, he went to Action
North Recovery Centre for their 28-day program.
Moving Forward
Now a graduate of the program, Loughman talks
at schools to help kids understand addictions and
mental health.
“I don’t want this to happen to any other kids,” says
Loughman. If his mental health never got sorted, he’d
still be living a double life.
“I want to talk to kids about drinking and drugs.”
He celebrated two years of sobriety on Oct. 10, 2016.
After changing his life, Loughman now works as
an advocate for mental health - even though he will
always struggle with addiction. He strives to raise
awareness for mental health issues by spreading
positivity and promoting growth in mental health
services.

“I led a double life for
twenty-two years. I
was a heavy alcoholic,
heavy cocaine user and
I hid it from my family
and from everybody”
–Mike Loughman
“I’ve had people calling me that heard me on the
radio from my past, telling me they want me to tell
them how to get help. Even strangers have been
doing it,” says Loughman.
Loughman continues to do talks and fundraisers
while trying to pursue a career in broadcasting. He
pitches ideas to the local radio stations, works with Air
106.1’s Kevin Wallace and speaks to people currently
in treatment - along with kids in schools.
“I am a man on a mission to do all of these things.”

Mike Loughman with fellow speaker and former NHL player, Theo Fleury at the Thumbs Up
Foundation golf tournament earlier this year
PHOTO COURTESY OF MIKE LOUGHMAN
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Planning for stability

Citizens and City of Calgary work towards increasing local food production
Grow Calgary currently
uses 11 acres of land, which
is a small space compared
to what might be available
around the city, Hughes
said.
“Why are we spending so
much money mowing grass
(on public land) but we
won’t spend money growing
food?” asks Hughes.
The organization supplies
food to many different
agencies
in
Calgary
including the Calgary Food
Bank for the last three years.

The Calgary Eats plan is currently focused on land
regulations and bylaws. According to Peters Snider
this work needs to be done to remove barriers to
scale up local food production, distribution and
sales. The city is trying to look at things through a
long-term lens.
“The vision adopted by council was to create
a sustainable and resilient food system so that
every Calgarian has access to local, healthy and
environmental food,” said Peters Snider.
The city held two open houses on November 16 and
24, 2016 to promote Calgary’s local food system which
Peters Snider called a “pulse check” on the plan.
At the two open houses, the city promoted
updating land bylaws. The city is trying to achieve
four primary objectives: create more opportunity
for food production, support community and urban
growers, expand commercial growing opportunities,
increase access to healthy food access for Calgarians.

CALGARY EATS!
“Grow Calgary plays an
essential role in supplying
the emergency system MORE THAN FOOD
or food access with fresh According to the Grow Calgary website, its mission
produce to the (Calgary) statement is to aspire to grow more than foodFood Bank,” said Kristi Peters they want people to make healthy food choices.
Paul Hughes, founder of Grow Calgary, stands in front of one of his
tractors for use on the farm. Almost everything at Grow Calgary has
Snider, a consultant with the Hughes also wants people to be more mindful
been donated, including the tractor.
Office of Sustainability with of the materials and waste they are using and
PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE
the City.
creating.
In 2012 city council
The City of Calgary does have some sorting stations
endorsed a plan called Calgary Eats!, a food system that organize materials so they can be recycled but
BRADY GROVE
bgrove@cjournal.ca
assessment and action plan that serves to provide and Hughes said he wants to see more stations around
mange food for needy Calgarians. The plan is designed the city.
aul Hughes founded Grow Calgary in 2008, in to evaluate and change rules and regulations as
“(Grow Calgary) is an example of what we can
an effort to resolve what he considers to be two necessary, according to their website, to make it easier build if we divert materials from a landfill,” said
important issues — food and lifestyle.
for food producers to operate and expand.
Hughes. “Why don’t we have more sorting stations?”
“We can no longer ignore that we are throwing so
much (food) away,” said Hughes.
As an urban farm located west of Canada Olympic
Park just off the Trans Canada Highway, Grow Calgary
doesn’t receive any government support and relies
on Hughes and a group of volunteers to operate.
Plant seeds are donated mostly to Grow Calgary,
which means the group only buys a small amount.
According to Hughes, 95 per cent of everything
at Grow Calgary, from the buildings to the seeds,
has been donated or constructed from reclaimed
materials destined for the landfill.
Using all the donated and recycled material
from places like Fountain Tire and Alberta Waste
Recycling; Grow Calgary was able to create an entire
building.
Hughes said there’s tons of land and greenspace
around the city that would be perfect for growing
food.
Grow Calgary launched a petition campaign called
Mow2Grow and is pushing for organizations to be
Hydroponics are a key tool in Grow Calgary’s winter growing arsenal because they are indoors
allowed to grow more fresh local food for Calgarians,
and aren’t subjected to the elements. The Hydroponics equipment is a recent donation to the
using vacant land owned by the city or the province.
organization.
Hughes estimates there is 12,000 acres that are
PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE
mowed and could be used for food production.
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Coping with brain sickness
Family dealing with suicide left to face stigma of mental illness
ANDREA FULTON

afulton@cjournal.ca

THE BEGINNING
my and her future husband met on an online
dating site. They had begun to message
back and forth before deciding to take their
budding relationship to the next level. Amy isn’t her
real name. The Calgary Journal is maintaining her
anonymity to protect her and her children family from
the stigma associated with mental illness and suicide.
“We started talking on the phone, we decided to
actually meet at a local sports pub.”
The first date was a success and Amy was hopeful
to see him again.
“I don’t know if it was a love at first sight but . . . I
was hoping he was going to ask me out again.”
He did and fast forward two years the big day had
come for the happy couple.
“It was this big, typical family church wedding.”
They were married in front of friends and family and
like most newlyweds were excited to start a family.
“I actually got pregnant relatively right away,” she
said. “I believe my oldest was a honeymoon baby.”
The news couldn’t have brought them more joy,
she says.
“I told him I was pregnant. He was elated. He was so
happy he actually cried, he was that happy.”

A

THE FIRST SIGNS
However what seemed to be a happy beginning
to their new life took a turn. Amy began to notice
that her husband was not the man she once knew.
Midway through her pregnancy she noticed “signs of
depression” were appearing.
“(His) inability to fall asleep was a big problem
for him. He was cranky. We all get cranky nowadays,
there were some days he was crankier than normal.”
Amy hadn’t noticed these signs before that he was
suffering from depression so it was a shock.
“It’s amazing how when you look back on things
what one thing could mask. Depression creeps up on
you, put it that way, and it can have dire results.”
After their first child was born, his depression
became more noticeable.
“It was slowly just creeping into our relationship
that disease and it’s hard to peg. When I think back
about it I can see it clear as day but when you’re
starting to see the signs sometimes they’re very hard
to see.”
Concerned for her husband Amy tried to talk to
him about it but nothing seemed to work, he was
shutting her out.
“It was the typical, ‘What’s wrong? Are you okay?’
‘Nothing, nothing’s wrong, I’m just gonna go to bed’
response.” she said “If I would try to say, ‘Well hey let’s
go for a walk.’ “I don’t want to go for a walk I just want
to go to bed leave me alone.”
Again she tried but he wouldn’t budge.
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“I can remember the first time I feared my husband,
he was walking up the stairs and it was just a simple - I
forgot what the question was and it was the way he
turned around and looked at me and I thought ok I’m
just going to go vacuum the house.”
His behaviour became more unpredictable, his
work and his home life became two different worlds.
“He was full of life and happy there but as soon as
he got home it was just like I don’t know if he could
be his real self or I don’t know what it was.”
Then came a light in all the darkness, Amy got
pregnant with their second child.
“He was happy, my second child was planned we
knew wanted a second child he was thrilled, you
know we talked about if we were going to find out if
it was a boy or a girl.”
Even then the depression became hard to ignore.
“Again these signs of sleeping and what I call
throwing fits or crankiness never went away and I
didn’t know what to do. I actually didn’t know what
to do and depression is a hard thing to pin point
especially when you’re caught up in the moment, but
when you’re not used to seeing it yourself you start
to wonder is he going to get better is he going to get
worse.”
The joy of the arrival of the second child started to
become overshadowed by the lack of his presence.
“Towards the end of my pregnancy with my second
child there were times I just felt alone, even though
he was in the house with me, he was always in that
bed.”
The struggle continued, they had been bounced
around a few times due to her husband’s work, and
eventually they settled back in Alberta, building a
home.
“We were planning for the future.”
That future was about to change.
THE FATE OF BRAIN SICKNESS
“I was visiting my mom and he texted me, I’m eight
months pregnant and he texted me insinuating that
he was going to end his life” she sniffles. “And he did.”
In 2011 her husband committed suicide, he was
killed instantly by a gunshot to the head.
“That was the worst day of my life.”
Still pregnant, she was taken to the hospital for
cautionary reasons, the denial was evident. Doctors
repeatedly told her that he was gone, but it didn’t
sink in until one doctor touched her shoulder and
told her that he was not coming back.
The funeral was soon after.
“I delivered my husband’s eulogy. I thought that’s
what wives did.”
Unaware that was not the norm the priest offered
her some kind words, saying “you spoke very well
about your husband and you should be proud.”

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

“That was the second hardest day of my life, saying
goodbye.”
The reality had now sunk in.
“That week right before the funeral I was inundated
with love and support and sorrow but I would say within
that first week after the funeral was hard, everyone
left, everyone was gone but my mom was still around,
because I was still pregnant at that time.My father was
still visiting but that week after the funeral I was so alone
because life was going back to normal, and so should
your’s,” she thought “because its the beginning of your
new life, and that is a hard pill to swallow because now
your house is just quiet and you have a lot of time to
think and accept and that is very hard to do.”
Her husband’s passing produced a ripple effect.
“When he died that day all of his family died to.”
THE AFTERMATH
Amy felt ashamed to tell people how her husband
had passed, as the stigma with mental illness and
suicide as a cowardly or selfish thing to do.
“I have been given responses of oh my gosh I’m so
sorry to completely ignorant responses of well wasn’t
he an f-ing coward.”
The stigma stung her, it hurt to hear these things
regarding the way her husband passed.
“I thought are these the same pains and quotes
that my children are going to have to hear?”
THE SAD FACTS
According to the Canadian Mental Health Association
“suicide accounts for 24 per cent of all deaths among
15-24 year olds and 16 per cent among 25-44 year olds”.
Dr. Agitha Valiakalayil, a clinical psychologist in
Calgary who treats depression says depression and
suicidal thoughts depend on the person.
“Individuals with depression sometimes identify
a sense of hopelessness that their symptoms or
functioning will ever improve and may see no other
option for themselves.”
Dr. Valiakalayil says that people with mental illness
often avoid treatment.
“It is important as a society to help battle painful
stigma and to provide support and acceptance of
people who experience mental illness.”
Depression comes in many forms and Dr. Valiakalayil
says the symptoms differ from person to person.
“Some individuals may experience a depressive
episode briefly and recover, while others may have
more persistent forms of the disorder that can last for
years.”
Depression is a term that can describe a number of
things Dr. Valiakalayil says.
“The term ‘depression’ is often used colloquially to
refer to everything from a bad day, to occasional blues,
to a severe mental illness, leading to misunderstandings

VOICES
of how devastating more severe forms of the psychiatric
illness can be for the individuals experiencing them.”
The mortality rate from suicide is four times higher in
men, as Amy unfortunately had to learn.
“Depression killed him. He didn’t die from his own
hand, a disease killed him.”
The first year was hard without her husband, the
disease that took him she began to realize was not really
considered a disease. She began to fight for people
to recognize depression as an illness, not as a taboo
subject.
Amy has gone to a suicide convention for the last
two years, where they have an annual walk for suicide
awareness.
“A lot of people think that survivors of suicide are
people who attempt the act and have lived through it,
survivors of suicide are the family members who are left
living of a person who has committed the act.”
With her oldest, now eight and her youngest, now
five, they have not gone with her on the walks as of yet.
“I don’t know how I’m going to tell them…as their
mother I think I will know when the time is right.”
The part she fears the most is telling her children how
their father died.
“That time will have to come one day and I dread it.”
Her oldest child has begun to question, he has also
started to forget.
“He remembers him but he’s starting to lose those
memories a few weeks ago he said he forgets what
daddy sounds like, so I’ll play him a video sometimes,
not all the time” she said wiping her eyes “because he
cries and that breaks my heart.”
She has told her children a small amount of how he
passed.
“He’ll just say my daddy died and he was sick and
that’s how I want him to word it, I want him to be raised
to know that suicide is not something to be ashamed of,
it’s a disease.”
“You know at the end of the day I just wish that they
could cure depression.”
“Depression should not be a taboo in society, it
shouldn’t.”
The one thing she wants people to know is suicide is
not the only answer.
“Suicide can be prevented.”
Despite the anger surrounding her husband’s
departure, Amy says he is still the love of her life. Because
of the stigma surrounding mental illness suicide is
viewed as a selfish act.
“I miss him, of course I miss him and I miss what our
life could have been.”
What keeps her going is the knowledge that her
husband would want for her and her children.
“I take solace in knowing he would want me to be
happy.”
Amy wishes for individuals to be more open-minded
regarding issues of mental illness.
“It’s the disease that’s selfish not the person.”

like his birthday and the day he passed away.”
It saddens her still because her children are asking
more questions about their father, her youngest
never met him and Amy says he’s been learning who
his father was through pictures and stories.
“He’ll never have that emotional connection that a
child has with their parent because he essentially a
photo dad.”
Both her children now know about death, her
oldest understands what it means and her youngest
is just starting to grasp what it is.
“My oldest asked me a few weeks ago how did
daddy die, I said well he was sick, he asked well where
was he sick and I said his brain was sick honey, his
mind was sick and he died and he said oh ok.”
Amy wants to wait until both her kids are a bit older
and more comprehending to tell them the more in
depth details of their fathers passing, but for now
both of them know that it was an illness that took
their dad, they know he was depressed.
“It’s important for both my kids to know there’s no
embarrassment with it.”

“He’ll just say my daddy
died and he was sick and
that’s how I want him to
word it, I want him to be
raised to know that suicide
is not something to be
ashamed of, it’s a disease.”
–Amy
This year her oldest has noticed not having a father,
with school activities. He is aware of the absence of
his dad.
“It’s upsetting for my oldest not to have a father
there.”
Amy is continuing on, she’s raising her children
one day at a time. She wishes that people would
understand it’s a disease, it’s not something to be
stigmatized. It takes away people and families.
“It’s a very selfish disease just like cancer, just like
anything else it’s a selfish disease, it’s ruthless but the
person is just a victim of it.”

MOVING ON
Now five years later Amy and her kids are doing
better, taking it one day at a time she says.
“Overall we’re doing great, we still have our moments
of course. We visit his grave on the important dates
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Taking action, not pills

Naturopathic medicine gives hope to woman ﬁghting depression
HANNA DEEVES

C

hristina MacDonald was 20 years old, and she was
deciding whether to take her own life. A university
student at the time, she was putting down the
fourth drink of the day. With no classes to worry about,
she had started drinking at 9 a.m.
It was a time in her life that she remembers as a dark
point, someplace caught between two choices: to stay
or to leave. It was at this point that she decided enough
was enough.
“I was tired of feeling hopeless,” says MacDonald. “I
didn’t want to get to that point where I just committed
suicide because I had no other option. But it’s not really
an option because I care too much about my friends and
my family to put them through that and I just figured I
needed help.”
Today, five years later and still struggling with
depression and anxiety, MacDonald is taking a different
avenue when it comes to regulating her symptoms.
Instead of taking antidepressants like Prozac or Zoloft,
she has turned to a more natural alternative.
Each morning, MacDonald takes two pills of St. John’s
Wort and Tad+, both discussed with her doctor and
bought over the counter at a local pharmacy.
First used in ancient Greece, St. John’s Wort has been
used for conditions like malaria, as a sedative and a
balm for wounds and insect bites. Today, many use it as
a natural alternative when suffering from depression.
And though studies have shown that St. John’s Wort
isn’t as effective with counteracting the symptoms of
depression, MacDonald prefers it to drugs.
Tad+ is a multi-vitamin supplement that helps with
metabolism and growth.
“There’s (fewer) side effects… it’s St. John’s Wort. So
it’s a herb, there’s passionflower and a few other things.
So you know what the ingredients are, it’s not some
strange bizarre thing,” says Macdonald. “I felt a lot more
cheerful, a lot more happy. Just felt a little bit better. Like
the cloud wasn’t as dark.”
Pharmacist Dajana Domazet, who works at The
Alex Centre here in Calgary says that St. John’s Wort
has shown to have a positive effect on some people
dealing with depression, although there is not a lot of
evidence or research regarding how effective natural
products really are. So, although natural methods may
work for some, Domazet warns that it could not be the
case for all.
The Alex Centre is an organization that provides
medical care such as chiropractic care, physiotherapy,
massage therapy, a youth drop-in centre, a breastfeeding
clinic and nutrition support, and housing and housing
aid for those struggling with mental health issues.
“I always tell people they have to be careful. Just
because it’s natural doesn’t mean it doesn’t come with
side effects, or drug interactions if you are taking other
medications. It’s always a good idea to check with the
physician or the pharmacist if it’s okay for you to take it,”
says Domazet.
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WHAT IS DEPRESSION?
Domazet explains that there are many theories about
what causes depression, whether it be biological, social,
or developmental.
But the one thing researchers agree on is that
depression can be boiled down to an imbalance of
neurotransmitters in the brain. Neurotransmitters carry
information between nerve cells. Serotonin, dopamine,
and nworepinephrine are the main neurotransmitters in
the body and each one serves a purpose.
Serotonin is an important factor when it comes to
your wellbeing and overall happiness. Along with mood,
serotonin is responsible for bowel movements, blood
clots, bone density, sexual function, and removing toxins
from the body.
Dopamine is the neurotransmitter that aids in brain
energy, motivation, excitement and alertness. Dopamine
is responsible for what’s commonly known as an
adrenaline rush.
Norepinephrine is the stress hormone and is linked to
the fight or flight reflex.
Antidepressants help to aid in balancing the
neurotransmitters, which helps balance patient’s mood.
FROM A YOUNG AGE
Since Macdonald was nine, she knew she suffered from
depressive episodes that could vary in length and would
sometimes last a whole year. Throughout junior high
and high school, the symptoms of depression such as
lack of motivation, sadness and general apathy to life’s
experiences hung over her like a raincloud, she says.
“I was considered that emo, gothic, weird chick,
because I didn’t go by regular standards,” MacDonald
says. “I didn’t really care what people thought of me, I just
kind of stomped past them.”
Also struggling with cutting herself and anorexia,
MacDonald attempted to take her own life twice.
“I had bullies throughout my entire life. And they just
kind of make you feel even worse, so being bullied and
having depression just makes everything way worse.
People are telling you that you’re terrible and awful and
you already feel awful, and you already don’t want to exist.
So they just had to get in your face and make everything
worse.”
However, it was during her first year at university,
and drinking from morning to evening on days that she
didn’t have classes, that really became her low point.
Surrounded by people she now considers negative,
and having recently been diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder, she felt completely lost, she says.
“That was horrible. At that time, I was drinking a lot.
I was with probably one of the worst boyfriends you
could possibly be with. Because he didn’t make me feel
appreciated or anything, he just kind of made everything
five times worse,” remembers MacDonald.
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, commonly known as
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For more stories like this and more information
go to notamagicpill.com PHOTO BY KATHERINE HUITEMA
FASD, is the largest cause of mental disorders in children in
the western world according to the Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health. It is a phenomenon that occurs when
a woman consumes alcohol while pregnant. According to
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, depression is
a common secondary condition of the congenital defect,
as well as alcohol dependence.
“It has been shown that someone [that has] any other
medical condition, …[may] have worse outcomes than
people that don’t have mental illness,” explains Domazet,
“that’s why it’s so important to treat [mental illness] to
reduce some of those risks.”
THE COST OF GOING NATURAL
These natural products end up costing about as much
as prescription antidepressants, however they are not
covered by most insurance plans. MacDonald finds the
cost worth it because the naturopathic remedies have
less severe side effects.
Once, she forgot to take her daily dose of St. John’s
Wort and Tad+, but explains that in comparison to those
who have missed a dose of antidepressants, and have
experienced severe withdrawal symptoms, nothing really
changed.
Today, newly married and content, Macdonald sticks
by her choice to continue down a natural path to help
with her depression and anxiety. She explains that one
day, she may try antidepressants, but for now, she’s happy
with her methods. MacDonald hopes to give others
struggling with depression and other mental illnesses a
sense of hope by allowing them to see another option,
and to take their mental health into their own hands.
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A poet’s fairytale

Calgary poet explores the dark and sadistic side of fairy tales in his recently published book
COLIN MACGILLIVRAY cmacgillivray@cjournal.ca
COLIN MACGILLIVRAY

Y

ou might not think The Silence of the Lambs
situation, due to a loss of passion for the work,
and Little Red Riding Hood have very much
ultimately deciding to pursue an undergraduate
in common, but as Calgary poet Tyler B. Perry
degree in education at the University of Alberta.
sees it, the works are indeed very similar. That’s
Though he later completed a master’s degree
because, he explains, the stories share many of
in Creative Writing at the University of British
the same sinister undertones. Perry, a high school
Columbia, it wasn’t until Perry began teaching
English teacher at Bishop Grandin who moonlights
full-time that he started pursuing his own writing
as a poet, explores this dark and sadistic side of
more seriously. Drawing on his initial experiences
children’s fairy tales in his latest novel, Belly Full
in the classroom, his first book of poetry was
of Rocks.
published in 2010, titled Lessons in Falling.
Father to a 9-year-old and a 7-year-old, Perry,
“You go into teaching with a lot of ideals, and
36, grew up listening to and reading the countless
then you realize it’s not as easy to be the teacher
Grimm’s fairy tales crowding his own father’s
that you wanted to be. So I found that writing
bookshelf. Revisiting those stories he once adored
poetry was an area where I could basically just do
as a child as an adult with his own children, he
whatever I wanted. That was a good place for me
was fascinated by the simplicity of the tales — a
to sort of reflect and think about teaching in a way
feature he found hidden complexity in.
that I didn’t really feel as free to do in a workday.
Perry’s day job as a high school English teacher
“You see these stories 20 years later, and you’ve
And that became a whole book,” Perry explains.
at Calgary’s Bishop Gradin high school inspired
lived so much more and you’ve lost some of your
In an effort to more fully engage his students
him while writing his first book, titled Lessons
naivety, and you realize things maybe aren’t quite
in
poetry, Perry also began competing in Calgary
in Falling, which focuses on the struggles that
as simple as they came across to you as a kid,”
Poetry
Slam competitions. His performance
both teachers and students face in school.
Perry explains.
ended up landing him on the Calgary slam poetry
PHOTO: COLIN MACGILLIVRAY
“Maybe the Wolf isn’t entirely evil? Maybe Red
team that competed at the National Spoken
Riding Hood has her own sadistic side? Maybe that
Word Festival in Ottawa that year. This newfound
third Pig didn’t have to treat the Wolf so cruelly?”
recognition in the poetry community garnered
Enthralled by the dark and iniquitous nature of
him a nomination for the inaugural Calgary Poet
literature since he was a high school student, Perry
Laureate in 2012.
cites Tennessee Williams’ The Glass Menagerie
With Belly Full of Rocks being launched
as one of his major influences, among other
on October 6, Perry says he has considered
contemporary poets.
pursuing his poetry full-time. However, given the
“[There’s] something about what it said about
underground nature of his art form, he is skeptical
the way we live our lives and the purpose for art…
of the financial prospects that choice would bring.
–Tyler B. Perry
I always feel like literature has always been a way
“Very few people are ever going to make a living
for me to interpret the world, and my
off of being poets, just how very
own life,” says Perry.
few people make their livings off of
Dark and distorted literature continued
being musicians. Poetry is like jazz.
to incite Perry’s imagination, discovering
There’s some people who just love
the infamous Charles Bukowski in coffee
it and are very passionate about it,
shops, and hearing the song “Bukowski”
while most people could probably
by alternative-rock band Modest Mouse.
take it or leave it.”
“It was poetry I had never seen before,”
On the other hand, Perry
he recalls. “There was no regular form to
adores teaching and believes his
it, no rhyme pattern. It was just free verse
experiences in his day-to-day life
poetry, and it seemed that he just wrote
directly coincide with his writing,
the way he wanted to. [Bukowski] broke
though he would always love to
free from any conventions that other
have more time to pursue what he is
poets had.
passionate about.
“I wanted to do that.”
“I’ve stuck to poetry more than any
However, although English literature
other genre because it is the kind of
was always Perry’s first love, he delayed Officially launched at Shelf Life Books in Calgary on October 6, Tyler
writing that fits into my life the most.
a career writing to become a Red Seal B. Perry’s new book Belly Full of Rocks was scooped up by countless
That’s not to say maybe I’d write a
poetry fanatics and fairy tale lovers alike. The book explores a new
chef right out of high school. But after a twist on the classic children’s fairy tales we’ve all come to know and
novel if I didn’t have to work. You’ve
couple of years in the cooking industry, love by delving deeper into their dark origins.
got to live and write; you can’t really
Perry was moved to re-evaluated his
PHOTO: COLIN MACGILLIVRAY just write.”

“You’ve got to live and
write; you can’t really just
write.”
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While the producer is generally in charge of most technical aspects of
recording, REND’s bassist Jeff Quinn is pursuing an education in sound
recording at the Nimbus recording school in Vancouver. His dual talents
allow REND to effectively operate on both sides of the glass.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Howard Redekopp is a sought after producer in the Western Canadian music
landscape, hailed for his ability to refine the sound of independent musicians
without infringing on their signature style or creative freedom. Seen here
behind the main control board at OCL Studios, listening intently as REND’s
vocalist Carol-Lynne Quinn adds backup vocals to one of their new songs.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Vocalist Carol-Lynne Quinn performs during the Prophets of Music
fundraiser concert, where the three artists selected for the program
showcased their new music alongside special guests. PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Though the core elements of a song are up to the artist to create, there
is oftentimes collaboration between artist and producer on songwriting, which can help a song to grow into something bigger and better
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK

Steve Roe lays down a freshly-written guitar hook over the chorus of REND’s
new recording ‘No Longer Yours’ in the main live room at OCL Studios.
Throughout recording its latest album the group would often find sudden
inspiration to add new elements to a song at the last minute. PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Behind the scenes with REND

Edmontonian musicians team up with Howard Redekopp
and Prophets of Music on new album

The relationship between artist and producer is often crucial to how smoothly a recording session
goes. Without a sense of mutual respect and a willingness to accept criticism, the discussion between
artist and producer will be a one way street, effectively limiting creative freedom on both sides.
PHOTO BY JODI BRAK
exists solely because of a tragic event, and turning it
JODI BRAK
jbrak@cjournal.ca
into something positive, using it as something that
ours spent in the recording studio are among the can sort of birth creativity out of death. It sounds really
heavy to say that, but that’s what it is, and it’s really
most important moments of any artist’s career.
But when it comes to the recording process, exciting.”
Redekopp spent a full week in November of 2016
both the artist and the producer play separate yet
working
directly with the Edmontonian alt-rock group
equally important roles. The artist provides the raw
REND,
one
of the winners of The Prophets of Music’s
talent, the energy, and the physical presence. The
fi
rst
artist
scholarship.
The Ashley Hundred and Brett
producer provides an intangible element — a knack
McCrady,
the
other
two
recipients of the 2016 awards,
for listening to music in a different way, and an ability
recorded
throughout
December
and into early 2017.
to coax sounds from an artist they may not have
“I
think
it
went
better
than
I
even
thought it could,”
previously believed possible.
says
Jordan
Dempster,
REND’s
drummer.
“We’re kind
“The reward is in being able to play a part in
of
surpassing
what
we
thought
we
were
capable of,
something that’s greater than you,” says Howard
doing
things
we
never
thought
we
could
do.
”
Redekopp, a renowned Canadian music producer who
The
group
says
they
approached
this
recording
has worked with the likes of Mother Mother and Dear
diff
erently
than
their
previous
albums,
choosing
to
Rouge. “Hearing the end result and having both the
come
into
the
studio
with
an
open-ended
idea
of
artist and myself excited about it, because it became
what
their
latest
album
would
sound
like.
Rather
than
something that really couldn’t have existed without all
setting each track in stone before recording, REND
of us coming together.”
Redekopp has most recently been involved with The members let the creative juices flow freely in the
Prophets of Music program, which, back in August of studio, perfecting each track in the moment.
“We decided to really trust in the process and let the
2016, offered three Alberta groups a scholarship to
music
guide us, there’s less fear than in the past,” says
record their newest albums in Calgary at OCL Studios.
Carol-Lynne
Quinn, lead vocalist of the group. “The
The scholarship program was founded following
song
we
just
recorded, ‘No Longer Yours,’ was just a
the deaths of Josh Hunter and Zackariah Rathwell,
piano
and
vocal
track when we got here. And then we
members of Zackariah and The Prophets and victims of
just
did
a
jam
session,
Howard and I did a vocal loop
the 2014 Brentwood murders in Calgary. The Prophets
with
some
piano,
and
all
the other parts just started to
of Music honor their memory by aiding Alberta artists
fall
into
place.
”
in developing their craft, forging new avenues for art
Jeff Quinn, Carol-Lynne’s husband and REND’s bass
to be created out of a tragic event.
guitarist,
says “we’re trusting ourselves more I think. We
“The story behind prophets of music is just such a
don’t
get
so concerned with the final outcome, we just
touching one,” Redekopp says. “This organization that
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kind of take it one step at a time, focus on the process
and kind of have fun with it the whole time. Every bit
we add just puts more of our stamp on things.”
In part, the freedom to approach recording in this
fashion was possible because The Prophets of Music
scholarship covered the costs of the full time REND
spent in studio. Normally an independent artist sees
every hour spent in studio being billed directly out of
their pocket, putting immense pressure on how they
spend their time.
Having this pressure lift, if even for a single recording
session, is something Redekopp feels is very helpful
for artists trying to progress or improve their sound. By
shifting the focus away from the financials, artists can
spend more time and energy on the art they set out
to create.
“To have something like this, with the goal to
empower young artists and help them get to the next
level or help them get where they want to be, that’s
really cool,” he says. “That’s the cool thing about The
Prophets of Music. It’s not about creating hit-maker
radio-pop stars or folk music heroes or the new star,
there’s no goal in that sense. It’s about finding artists
who have merit and have a willingness to grow.”
This also translates into a willingness to accept
criticism and constantly push themselves, even when
the producer is asking for the fiftieth take on a vocal
track or guitar hook.
“Even when [Redekopp] says ‘I didn’t really love
that one,’ he’s just trying to get you to do that one last
perfect take, when you probably would have called it
good three tries ago,” Jeff Quinn says. “But the next one
could be golden,” Carol-Lynne adds.
“There is this sense of respect where when we tell
someone to do it again, they know it’s only because
we’re just trying to push each other to do our best,” she
explains. “Nobody is going to be offended, there is this
really open feeling to everything we’ve done so far.”
Redekopp says this is where the relationship
between an artist and producer is crucial. Without a
sense of mutual respect, neither party can properly
contribute to the process.
“You have to have a mutual understanding that you
are there to support the artists and that anything you
do or want to do is to support them,” he says. “They
have to believe that if you make a decision to take
something in a certain direction, that you have their
best interest in mind and that it’s only because you feel
it will benefit their music, their sound or their vision,
not just because it’s something you want to do.”
While the main recording sessions for REND’s
new album are finished, the work of mixing and
mastering the tracks has only just begun. With plans
to support the album with both a Canadian tour and
an international tour, as well as with the guidance of
mentors within The Prophets of Music, REND hopes to
generate a buzz surrounding their upcoming release in
ways they couldn’t with previous albums.
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Shred-y metal guitar player turned ﬁlmmaker
One Alberta man’s journey ﬁnding his ﬁt in the arts industry
THOMAS BOGDA

tbogda@cjournal.ca

T

revor Smith, an influential voice in Alberta film, finally
has his own documentary on the digital shelves. But
Smith may have never gotten to that point if not
for failing a hearing test during the audition process of a
music program in Edmonton.
Smith’s interest in music began when he was living
just outside of Alberta’s capital in the small community of
Spruce Creek.
“There was no doubt in my mind that music was it,” said
Smith. “Like, I was going to be some kind of shred-y, metal
guitar player in a band of some kind.”
His passion led him to apply for the jazz music program
at Grant MacEwan, but his inability to differentiate notes
stopped him from advancing further in the audition.
“I failed my hearing test, which I knew I would. I wasn’t
trained as much as just a metal guitar player,” said Smith.
It was at the point, Smith moved on to the University
of Alberta (U of A), where he nurtured an appreciation for
film - something he started to discover as a teenager.
“I was a 14-year-old kid watching these movies and I
just knew something was different,” said Smith.
He credits amateur filmmaker David Lynch’s movie
‘Wild at Heart’ with sparking his interest. “I don’t know
what year that would’ve been, but I remember at
that point I was just actively seeking out movies that
challenged me. I couldn’t deal with normal Hollywood
movies anymore.”
While attending U of A, Smith began immersing
himself in the world of cinema. He attended Edmonton’s
art-house theaters, ‘The Princess and Garneau,’ - picking
up a job at a local video store, Sneak Preview - a popular
spot for local movie lovers.

Trevor Smith’s office wall is covered in photos
on the set of Heartland
PHOTO BY THOMAS BOGDA
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“I’m not going to lie, that video store is integral to my
cinematic being. It made me who I am today. The amount

team selected hundreds of films from around the world
for viewing at the event.

Trevor Smith sits in his office on the set of Heartland, located just outside of Calgary.
PHOTO BY THOMAS BOGDA
of films I watched, the other movie loving public I shared
stories with, and just talked all day long about movies.
Every shift I’d be recommending on a case by case basis
to people based on their tastes,” said Smith.
At the same time, Smith started to collaborate with
local bands, making music videos on Super 8 and 16mm
cameras.
“We didn’t know what we were doing,” said Smith. “But
we were caught up in the magic of shooting a film, and
going to the lab at Studio Post and seeing what happens.
That probably was the impetus for me to do more.”
He moved to Calgary for the production program at
SAIT, and graduated before the turn of the century. He
landed his first big job with the Texas Rangers as an art
department trainee, admitting he had no idea what the
department actually did.
Smith’s goal, he said, was to get into the industry
and stay there - while balancing his desire to tell his
own stories. With this in mind, Smith worked in the artdepartment for more than eight years and managed to
direct a few of his own short films.
During this time, Smith also directed music videos
regularly for Corb Lund - a solo country artist, as well as
for a former bassist for hard-rock band, the smalls. The
Edmonton band was attending Grant MacEwan in the
same program that Smith failed to get into. Smith still
crossed paths with the band before their break up in
2001 and continued to work with Lund throughout the
decade.
Then, suffering from burnout and the desire to spend
some time with his newborn, a stroke of good timing
landed him in the seat of the director of programming at
Calgary’s International Film Festival (CIFF). Smith and his
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“It was almost like an extension of the video store,
because I couldn’t give you the videotape or the DVD
anymore. It was a way of putting a particular film on the
screen for an audience and our community, and creating
stories for them,” said Smith.
His time at CIFF eventually came to an end, but with
his batteries recharged, he was inspired and excited to
get back to production. He worked as an Art Director on
FX’s Fargo, as well as a production designer on the new
season of Canada’s longest running show, Heartland.
But his biggest credit didn’t come until his reunion with
The Smalls. Corb Lund gave Smith the tip the cult-band
was getting back together for a reunion tour in 2014, so
he took the chance to follow them around country-wide.
What came of it, was his feature documentary debut,
The Smalls: Forever is a Long Time released on Oct. 10.
“The only reason I made it – we made it – was because
we had a connection to the material. That the movie
meant something. It was kind of my story in a weird way.
I grew up with these guys, I grew up with their music, I
knew every note, inside and out, every lyric, every nuance.
And that’s what made it possible, because it was in my
blood,” said Smith.
Smith brings the same approach to his work as vicepresident of Cinematheque, a group that has been
curating films for viewing at Calgary’s Plaza and Globe
theatres for the past ten seasons.
“There’s a certain type of movie we want to defend and
think is really important, and it’s not really popular, we
know that, but we just want to make sure that everybody
that likes that kind of movie, comes and finds it. Because
there’s spectacular cinema being made, and you blink
and you’ll miss it,” said Smith
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Puck up or shut up

How one family pays to play the good ol’ hockey game

H
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ockey is associated with Canadian identity.
According to Statistics Canada, in a 2013 survey,
77 per cent of Canadians consider hockey
an important national symbol, but it’s becoming
increasingly difficult for families to afford the financial
burden.
Evan Black is a 14-year-old defenseman playing for
the Edge School for Athletes on the western outskirts
of Calgary. Evan is there playing on a scholarship. His
parents, Jim and Kim Black, have done everything
they can to keep him playing the game he loves.
There are two fees associated with the Edge, the
hockey fee and the school fee. Evan’s scholarship
negates the school fees but still requires him to pay
hockey fees.
According to the Edge website, school fees for
grades seven-12 are $17,400. Their hockey team
programs fees range from $9000-$16,500. The
scholarship negates a significant portion of fees but
its still comes with some expensive. It’s definitely
worth it according to Jim.
“He’s getting a private school education to play
hockey, which is amazing,” said Jim.
BREAKING DOWN THE COST
Hockey comes with some problems that other
sports don’t have. The high cost of equipment and
registration is one potential problem for families.
The price of a stick at Sportchek can cost anywhere
from $15.99 Reebok Crosby SC87 1 Gen II Youth
Hockey Stick to $339.99 for Bauer Vapor 1X Griptac
Gen II senior stick - and that’s only one piece of
equipment.
Registration fees are usually more than $1,000, but
fluctuate across the city with set amounts per age
group. The youngest age groups like Tyke, Half Pint

Evan Black (# 6, white jersey) defending the net for the Edge against the Notre Dame Hounds on
Nov. 4, 2016. Evan scholarship with eliminates school fees but still requires hockey fees.			
					
PHOTO BY BRAGY GROVE
and Novice are usually below $1,000.
An extra expense that families are facing is cash
calls. Essentially, after all fees have been paid, teams
ask for additional funds. Cash calls are usually used
to pay for extra practices, tournaments and buses for
travel.
Jim, who has two kids playing the good ol’ game,
said at the community level it was only about $100
once or twice a year wasn’t too bad, but at the

Goalie equipment is very expensive. Comrie’s Sports Equipment Bank has tons of equipment for low
income kids who qualify for the support. 							
							
PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE
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quadrant level, it was substantially higher at $1,600
for last year.
The total cost for 2016 - including fees and
equipment for both Evan and his 17-year-old brother
Matt was $17,400 - according to Jim.
“Your fees just keep going up and up and up,” says Jim.
The Blacks are a single income family, with Kim
working as an account manager for an insurance
company while Jim has been on disability.
For families struggling to meet the demanding
financial cost of hockey, there are options. In previous
years, the Blacks were able to do fundraising. They’ve
asked friends and family to donate bottles - which
they use to cover the equipment costs. Kim said this
covers the cost of equipment. Budgeting tightly and
holding back on any extra expenses like cutting down
on internet and cable also helps.
HOW IS HOCKEY HOLDING UP IN CALGARY
According to Kevin Kobelka, executive director of
Hockey Calgary, the sport has been pretty flat for
registration numbers the last few years. In 2015, across
all ages and genders, there were 14,335 players. That
number only increased by 64 players in 2016.
According to Kobelka, one of the reasons why
people might still be playing hockey is the variety of
programs available. In addition to quadrant hockey,
there’s now a level called rec league.
“Well so ten years ago we started our rec program,
and our rec program, more at the bantam and midget

SPORTS
with another parent, which is a common theme
amongst hockey parents. They would feed the kids
along the way. They had four practices and two
games a week. Wednesday was their only off day.
“You are looking at minimum 20 plus hours per
week,” said Jim. Evan would ususally miss one class
at the end of the school day to make his practices
on time. Since going to the Edge, Evan’s grades have
gone up.
“Already we are seeing a really good improvement,
smaller class sizes. They get it with these studentathletes,” said Kim.
If athlete’s grades fall, they don’t get to participate
in their sport until they get their grades back up.
“It’s student-athlete. In that order and that’s the
way it should be,” said Jim.

Fourteen year old Evan Black finds the puck alone at the point. He fires a shot from the point in the
first period.									 PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE
level, basically call it a beer league for kids. No
practices. Games two days a week on set days,” said
Kobelka, “That enabled those kids that had other
interest whether its volleyball, basketball, a job, or
homework or whatever in that 13-17 age bracket
(to) play.”
Last year a regional house league was started to
provide a lower cost and lower time commitment for
players. Kobelka called it the bare bones league, as it
offered only games and no practices, or other costs
like team jackets or tournaments.
“That appealed to those people who wanted to do
other things. That had huge growth - it went from 300
to 800-900 last year,” said Kobelka.

SCHOOL VS ATHLETICS
Evan had been playing quadrant hockey, which
divides the city up into different quadrants in hopes
of reducing players’ travel time. Despite these efforts,
the times of practices and games had the Blacks
spending a lot of time in traffic.
“Another barrier for parents is the school that’s
missed,” said Kim.
Jim said they would have to pick Evan up at 2:30
p.m., navigate rush hour traffic to make it to rink
for 4:00 p.m. practice and wouldn’t get home until
8:30-9 p.m. This would include dryland training after
practice.
The Blacks were able to split these driving duties

Russel Gillespie, the manager at Comrie Sport Equipment Bank, says the organization has fit over
4000 players since August of 2015.				
PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE

“A kid comes in and we sit
him down out front and just
start bringing them out gear,
some of the stuff that comes
in is brand new”
–Russell Gillespie

AVAILABLE HELP
For lower income families, there are organizations out
there to provide support.
The Comrie Sport Equipment Bank is an
organization that created their Calgary branch in
2014 with a mandate to provide equipment to those
who can’t afford it. It was started by Bill Comrie, - the
founder of the Brick.
“A kid comes in and we sit him down out front
and just start bringing them out gear,” said Russell
Gillespie, General Manager of the Calgary branch,
“Some of the stuff that comes in is brand new.”
According to Comrie Sport Equipment Bank, they
have equipped 4,862 hockey players with equipment
since August 2014. They have also provided goalie
equipment to 24 players.
“This is a clear sign that the people that are still doing
good and have equipment are willing to donating to
the people that might be needy, even if it’s only short
term,” said Gillespie, “In the economic downturn, it’s
good see that we are still getting flooded with goods.”
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD
For some, the cost and time of playing hockey is
becoming too much of a burden on the family despite
it’s ties to Canadian culture. But for others like the
Black family, hockey isn’t going anywhere anytime
soon. They’re going to make it work.
“He loves it, so we are willing to make the sacrifices,”
said Kim.
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